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• . . and upon touching, one knows that 
he is alive to feel 
when then a hesitation stop-signs him 
for the all-ness of the clump of clay. 
now at this moment only may his fingers 
be filled with earthen essence 
reaching into the entrails of mud 
to create and confirm an identity. 
this questioning substance enfolds 
only to pull his surgings into a nucleus, 
fondled of form. 
the push from oblivion. 
now shouts out a heart of being 
and sprung with tension, moving 
within reality - a searching. 
reveal a bit of moistened crust 
to answer that bursting heart 
capturing slowly a want for 
fulfillment- a reason for growth, 
make this meeting of known and 
unknown a creation - dynamically 
changing yet one. 
and now, deep inside that soul 
that sighs and sings and shouts, 
BECOME! 
And can I know as much from my 
right hand as my left, 
the listeners as the deaf, 
the morning as the noon, 
the "too late" as the "too soon?" 
It) 
 
5 
Most of the shadows 
in this life 
are caused by standing 
in one's own sunshine. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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 write on a breath, 
dream in the real, 
read at the heart, 
think beside the hand, 
understand with a blink, 
create above the being. 
listen to the deaf, 
hear within the sound 
perceive beyond the now 
- and sigh. 
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cursed and  is  to have lived and.  
and the only way  to know  
floundered and. . . enjoyed and.. . suffered. 
Henry James 

Let us combine the past of the print and the present of the paper 
so that 
perhaps through our sensuous sight and blind touch we may feel light. 
 
13 
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Don't ever look back; somethin' might be gamin' on you. 
Satchel Paige 
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17. . 
You don' know, 
you don' know, 
you don' know, 
and baby you never will. 
Mose Allison 
First in California and fifth in the nation, this living 
legend has well surpassed the 500 game mark in 
coaching victories. He has striven, by working individ-
ually with each player, to achieve in each selected team 
a quality of athletic competition not to be out-moded 
by anyone's experience. Well known is his contribution 
of twenty-nine years in shaping the Poet basketball 
squads to take eleven and tie four league titles. In 
four of those victory years it was the NAIA District 
Three Championship that was bagged. Studying at 
Iowa State, Northwestern, Drake, Denver U., and 
Whittier brought to this man the knowledge of 
precision well able to meet the pressure of perfection. 
It was perhaps his humanness that made this election 
in 1961 to the Helms Foundation Hall of Fame so well 
founded. It is without reservation that the students of 
Whittier College find it their honor to dedicate the 
1968 Acropolis to Coach Aubrey R. Bonham. 
Coach Aubrey Bonham  
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except last and always and first to live 
makes unimportant what i and you believe; 
not for philosophy does this rose give a damn...  
e. e. cummings 
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Administration  
BOARD OF TRUSTEES—Row 1: Walter Knott, Ethel Eckels, Vera Reilly, Sada Blake, Dolores Ball, John Stauffer, Thom 
Bewley. Row 2: W.B. Camp, La Motte Cohu, Homer Rosenberger, Glenn Lewis, John Compton, Paul S. Smith. Not Picture 
Arthur Corey, Thomas Erwin, Edward Guirado, Clinton Harris, Robert Kennedy, John Murdy, Richard Nixon, George Park 
J.D. Robinson. 
President Paul S. Smith 
It's so easy to misunderstand a 
label, much less an over-worn 
title. President Smith cannot 
merely be found behind the gold 
seal, sitting cooly with a guise 
of a glass of water at a head table, 
issuing pronouncements from 
Mendenhall, or angling judiciously 
through the campus with a New 
York attorney. He's got to be 
caught in the act of dreaming of 
an improved campus, watching a 
seven A.M. planting of a Wash-
ington cherry tree beside Stauffer, 
or earnestly speaking forth in 
Honolulu of the uniqueness of this 
educational institution. Only now 
can the real Dr. Paul Smith be 
seen as beating with the heart of 
Whittier. 
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"The dean of women's office is 
concerned with both the inner and 
outer attitudes and feelings of 
it's women students. It is vital to 
strive to implement academic 
live and to aid each woman in 
developing as a lady of sensitive 
charm who builds within herself 
a stable foundation and a deep 
rooted conviction of the meaning 
of life. Supplementing this, 
emphasis is placed on the idea of 
women in the world today who are 
involved with great commitments 
in working with others while helping 
them to realize what they will face 
in a world that is growing in 
adventure and complexity." 
Mrs. Violet L. Alexander 
Dean of Women 
"The challenge of student involve-
ment in the affairs of Whittier 
College is one of encouraging 
students to devote a portion of 
their time and talents to the 
essential task of redefining the 
goals and purposes of the institution. 
In meeting this challenge, we 
must recognize, in both word and 
deed, that students are able and 
entitled to participate as responsible 
partners in the process of establish-
ing the policies and procedures 
of their college." 
Dr. Charles D. Montgomery 
Dean of Men 
"It is significant that at Whittier 
each one of us is expected to 
contribute in his own way to the 
campus community and that in 
return he absorbs the fruits of 
these experiences into his own 
personal growth. 
In this cooperative venture of 
modern higher education, Whittier 
College has become a part of each 
of us and in turn we are Whittier." 
Dr. W. Roy Newsom 
Dean of the College 
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Susan Hardy 	 Esther Alexander 
Assistant Dean of Women 	 Registrar 
Joseph Rawlinson 
Comptroller 
George Tenopir 
Director of Admissions Darryl Ryan Director of Alumni Relations 
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When it comes right down to the statistic-
ally researched, programmed, computerized, 
capped and gowned status of the college 
today, Loretta Malone is a lady of little 
recognition. But somehow within all the 
layering of people, problems, and person-
nel which colors this academic entailing, 
Miss Malone pushes through as someone who 
has uniquely filled and even greased her 
own cog in the workings of the people that 
make up the institution. As having six-
teen years of being secretary to six dean 
of women, watching resident women swell 
from 200 to 1000, one can almost under-
stand that change in the intensity of 
light as it passes as a glimmer through 
Loretta Malone's eyes which seems to tell 
you that she knows what this Big Game is 
all about and she still continues to smile. 
 
Loretta Malone 
I long to accompl-
ish a great and noble 
task but it is my 
chief duty to 
accomplish humble 
tasks as if they were 
great and noble. 
The world is moved 
along not only by 
the mighty shoves of 
its heroes but also 
by the aggregate of 
those tiny pushes of 
each honest worker. 
Helen Keller 

Mrs. Rosalie O'Herron 
Food Manager 
Mrs. Myrtle Lewis 
Food Manager 
Mrs. Genevieve Sticha 
Food Manager 
Dr. Benjamin Whitten 
Librarian 
Mr. Robert Clii t 
Bookstore Manager 
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Art Department: The spread of 
untouched materials demands 
interaction of sensitive hands: 
first the tentative touch respond-
ing to the dimly-conceived vision 
of results unborn; then the fury 
of bristling pigment, curling lip 
of clay, or spreading wave of 
watercolor. Media and subject 
matter bend together, blending in 
new harmonics; waiting potential 
becomes living reality. 
 
ART DEPARTMENT: Mrs. M. Wilcox, Mrs. A. McLaren. 
Biology Department: Penetra-
ting microworids, riding invis-
ible streams of energy into the 
heart of mystery, they probe. 
Seeking to isolate the source, 
exploring fingers team with 
sensitive eyes; delicate machin-
ery responds to careful mani-
pulation. New data challenge 
theory to broader expansion; 
hypothesis invites further search. 
The universe is yet to be compre-
hended within the walls of the 
biologists' ever-new world. 
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT: Dr. John Arcadi, Dr. Lois James, Dr. Inez Hull, Dr. Tom Harriss. 
 
Chemistry Department: The study of 
chemistry provides many students with 
their first contact with the "Scientific 
Method," which may be summarized as 
being the completely objective evaluation 
of available data. Absolute scientific 
integrity is mandatory for the successful 
use of the method. 
An equally important lesson to be gained 
from chemistry is that regardless of the 
apparent validity of an hypothesis, experi-
mental evidence may require that 
hypothesis to be altered. Stated in different 
words: There is no such thing as authority 
in science, valid data cannot be ignored. 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT—Dr. Philip hoff, Dr. Don Armstrong 
Chairman, Dr. Edith Sherwood, Dr. Roy Newsom. 
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JSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT: Mr. Dean Farrer, Mr. Robert 
itson, Mr. Dennis Moberg, Mr. Wayne Harvey, Mr. Paul Schroeder, Chairman. 
Business Administration 
and Economics Depart-
ment: Here, minds are 
carefully primed to contri-
bute to fabric of our demand-
ing society through Business 
Administration. What are 
our foundations, how do 
we operate and continue to 
prosper? Education provides 
the structure from which to 
build, and from there in-
dividual initiative deter-
mines the future. 
English Department: Evolving 
concepts, cast out from behind 
leather-bound walls, confront and 
)ewilder receptive minds with their 
.ntricacy. Hastily-chalked theories, 
winding through a maze of lines 
and boxes, seek accommodation 
with established ideas; then comes 
compression to thought-sized pack-
ages. Not merely a way of bringing 
faded ink into light, more than the 
spreading of contemplation onto 
paper— language study is a fund-
amental way of discovering the 
common cords binding mankind 
through effective communication. 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT: Mr. James R. Romig, Dr. Roberta Forsberg, Mr. William Geiger, r 
James Moore, Mr. Stewart Hudson, Dr. Gilbert McEwen, Dr. Albert Upton. 
Education Department: 
A teacher must be a 
philosopher, builder, realist 
and idealist in one. He 
must be able to understand 
people as well as facts. It 
is at times fearful to 
encounter a class of thirty-
five students and realize 
that you have the power 
to shape lives. There is 
no place in the teaching 
profession for the person 
who tends to be less wise 
and less patient than his 
pupils and their parents. 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT—Row 1: Mrs. Marie Hayden, Mrs. Frances Erwin, Mrs. Mary Wyatt. 
Row 2: Mrs. Veola Neely, Mr. Robert McLaren, Dr. Homer Hurst-Chairman, Dr. Lester Harris, Dr. 
Donald Beckman, Mrs. Dorothy Scott. 
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GEOLOGY DEPARTMENT—Dr. Beach Leighton-Chairman. 
Geology Department: As man delves into 
the bedrock of time, he taps away at 
secrets long silent as with each pebble, a 
part of nature's tale unfolds. Like a great 
stone tablet, the picture of the past clears 
as each crystal becomes a part of the 
puzzle, contributing to the whole, and 
bringing us closer and closer to the absolute. 
Mr. Peter Fischer, Paul Edinger 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT—Dr. Harry Nerhood-Chairman. 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT—Dr. Irene Eber 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT—Dr. Donald Breese, Dr. Donald Nuttall. 
History teaches understanding. 
Students must learn to criticize, doubt, 
and try to reshape their society so they can 
place themselves in it. 
What you do is what counts---not the con-
sequences. 
Students should aire their views but not 
superimpose them. 
Western society has tended to make us self 
centered; for many, college is where edu-
cation stops. We must create enough 
interest so the students will continue to 
think with the techniques they have acquired 
in school. 
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HOME ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT—Mrs. Frances Schoeder, Mrs. Frances Hoffman, Mrs. Dorothy Scott, Dr. Cora Miller.. 
Chairman, Mrs. Rosalie O'Heron. 
Home Economics Department: 
Primarily creating an aware-
ness for the details of distinc-
tion, home economics becomes 
at once the complete study of 
graceful living. Fashion and 
home design, and textiles and 
nutritional research create 
the classifications of the scope 
of this field. Professionalism 
is uniquely contoured to tailor-
fit this class of women who 
develop the dignity of the home. 
Language Department: Until recently, 
emphasis has been placed on the similari-
ties among nations. Today, realization 
through growing proximity has placed a 
shift on thought to the differences we 
find. Assuming that the language can be 
understood and used well, we may have 
a turn on the key to an international 
mutual understanding. 
fffd 
LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT—Miss Dereth Dooley, Miss use Linnemann, Mr. George Grasty-
Chairman, Dr. Isis Galindo, Mrs. Julie Aranguren. 
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MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT—Mr. Hugh Maples, Mr. Robert Newcomb, Mrs. Ester Kenyon, Dr. Randolph H. Pyle-
Chairman, Mr. Jack Matson. 
Mathematics Department: Digital 
systems which work themselves 
into logical ends suggest relation-
ships not previously conceived. A 
conglomeration of symbols confronts 
a void of mind--bursts of insight fill 
the vacuum, then there is a growth 
outward to the dimensions of under-
standing. 
Music Department: 
-The channeling of pattern and har-
mony, tone and feeling; 
-
The synthesis of long-resounding song 
and newly-caught refrain 
-Spiralling and swelling through minds 
keyed to absorbing, selecting, and 
responding... 
- "It is through learning music that 
young hearts learn to love." 
Goethe 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT-Left to Right: Miss Margaretha Lohmann-Chairman, Mr. Robert MacSparren, Miss Anderson, Mr. 
Jerold Shepherd, Miss Ruth Haroidson, Dr. William H. Dale. 
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Physical Education 
Department: The mind 
is like a self-winding 
watch, activity keeps it 
alive. Constant use of 
all parts contribute to 
the efficient operation 
of the whole. Physical 
activity stimulates the 
mind to clearer thinking 
and greater capacity as 
Health and Physical 
Education programs 
daily prove. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT—Mrs. Alyss Sutton, Dr. Hilmi Ibrahim, Miss Thelma Johnson, Mr. Aubrey Bonham, 
Mrs. Marilyn Veich, Mr. John Godfrey, Mrs. Margaret Landtroop. 
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Dr. Ha Tai Kim 
Dr. Milo Connick 
Dr. Nelle Slater 
Philosophy and Religion De-
partment: The conceptual-
ization of the unthinkable; the 
extension of short-armed 
thought to grasp at that just 
beyond reach, the feeling-
tossed realm of religious 
speculation and philosophical 
query--such is the challenge 
of the department's capable 
staff. 
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Physics Department: Our 
conception of "possibility" 
spills itself now into greater 
"probabilities". We find 
walls collapsing with the 
exhaling breath of expansior 
Such exercising of minds 
in motion gives our physical 
universe new auras of bril-
liance in the capacity for 
the extension of order. Man' 
evolving control through 
understanding swings great( 
arcs with each phase of time 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT—Dr. David Bender-Chairman, Mr. Alan Cole, Mr. Robert Broussard. 
 
POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT—Dr. J. W. Robinson-Chairman, Dr. Richard Harvey, Dr. Ben G. Burnett, 
Mr. Arvin Palmer, Mr. Gerald Hewitt. 
Political Science Department: The need for a politically 
educated population is more acute today than ever before. 
Crackling rifles and the concussion of mortar fire from Viet 
Nam, a captured reconnaissance ship in North Korea, 
antiquated gestures of nationalism from General DeGaulle, 
pressures from growing African nations, racial threats 
from the nation's urban centers, and haranguing election 
speeches gave added impetus to Whittier's superior depart-
ment of Political Science. 
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SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT—Dr. Charles Browning, Mr. Malcolm Farmer, Dr. Rob 
O'Brien - Chairman, Mr. John Wathan, Mr. Douglas Smith, Mr. Keith Rholl. 
Sociology Department 
A science? Or a dream. This 
department can afford an 
optimism. They are contin-
ually reminded that groups 
are made of individuals 
are not without heart. Who 
can say there's no room for 
dreams in a science? Excit-
ing living dreams. 
Psychology Department: 
Pandora's Box unlatches itself 
into a universe of self-percep-
tion. It is here that physics is 
free to permeate the strata of 
process in discovering the 
dynamics of emotion. Cyclical 
questions are caught in the 
search for unity of design, 
blown to a realism of reason, 
and vested in a purpose for 
propagation. 
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT—Mr. Hunter Hill, Mrs. Mary 
Wyatt, Dr. Harry Schrickel, Dr. Charles Mallory. 
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Drama and Speech: Directed by 
interpretation, individuals seek out 
a study of expression. Whether 
developing lines of a living char-
acter or placing determination on 
its feet, the impetus to discover the 
better approach or more effective 
phraseology continues with each 
encounter. 
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mental identity.  
'
0
 

Once upon a time it was just a dream. 
Today, the action-oriented executive 
group of 1967-68 has forced it into 
reality. Meeting head-on the respon-
sibility of the total student's 
environment, this group put students 
into power-deciding positions. Pass-
fail was initiated, revisions were 
made in Women's regulations, and efforts 
here put forth to improve working 
conditions of faculty as well as students. 
Turning the tide, walking the 
water, and correcting the current were 
only a few of the tricks of the exec 
to sweep the waves of approval their 
way. 
Bill Wardlaw 
ASWC President 
Julie Ellis 
AWS President 
Paul Deats 
AMS President 
Lyn Scott 
ASWC Secretary 
Jack Robinson 
ASWC Treasurer 
Claudia Surber 
Social Chairman 
Charles Warrington 
Athletic Representative 
Jenny Smith 
	 Linda Cunningham 
Publicity Co-Chairmen 
Jim Rikel 
ASWC Vice President 
Tony Teixeira 
Rally Chairman 
Kit Strawsburg 
Acropolis 
Chuck Brockett 
Quaker Campus 
Jack Swickard 
Program Chairman 
Gary Schottenfeld 
Freshman Class President 
Braxton Epps 
Sophomore Class President 
Whit Calland 
Junior Class President 
Ron Gastelum 
Senior Class President 
Barb Miller 
Editor in Chief 
What others took for granted we've taken 
resource and out of its sameness we've 
fashioned a subtlety. We asked for a 
projection of everything accepting only 
that which seemed to mold itself into 
an expression of creation. 
Jan Bryan, Sally Eberhardt, Martha Free 
Picture Editors 
Bill Shennan, Melody Tibbetts 
Sports Staff Copy Staff: Margaret Tucker, Susie Weiss, Becky Barnard, Sherry Miller, Kat Tenuon, Marsha Tagami. 
Judi Jeffers 
Art Editor Chris Hunt Sports Editor 
Layout Staff: Shel Robinson, Paula Barnhill, Penny Lewis, Jan Erickson, Candy Pierson, Sally 
Engle. 
Kit Strawsburg 
Executive Editor 
Salee Deane 
Copy Editor 
Jill Paul 
Layout Editor 
Chuck Brockett 
Editor-in-Chief 
COLUMNISTS—Rich Cheatham, Claudia Surber, Jim Baker, Terry Fox. 
EDITORIAL BOARD—Bottom: Randy Seelye, Bob Schenet. Top: Richard Seeley, Rich Cheatham, Bruce Murphy. 
Fearful of none, the Quaker Campus pens produce the 
Poet weekly filled with current capers and editorial 
edicts. Sitting in their own creation of smog and 
smoke on Tuesday nights, these Captains Courageous 
of journalism produce a paper of pins and needles. 
The points made reflect the "Whittier today" right 
off the grasses of campus. 
tTS STAFF—Bottom: Bob 
r, Dale Wilkison. Top: Ken 
r, Bill Jones 
EDITORIAL STAFF—Reiko Brown, Don Dunbar, Carol Likins, Jane Riggs, Maggi Hardy, Joanne Katsuyama, Linda 
Shedeck, Jean Lanford. 
SOURCE—Sam Mugodo, Fred Kenyon, Steve Coon, Linda Wedel, Bob Mainardi, Jule Dombrower, Janice Corsino, Lucia Abercrombi. Not Pictured: 
Robert Ruffin, Beverly Boyd. 
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Editors: Bob Mainardi, Linda Wedel 
in a few carefully chosen pages, 
which can't be all 
but must simply give 
an idea of the ideas, 
there is mirrored 
the source, the issue, the creative 
quick 
the door into summer. 
6. 
Barb Brill 
Head Photographer 
Cheryl Ditfurth 
Jerry Federico 
Scott Reed 
Bryan Hamric 
Sports Photographer 
Time is of an essence in this business. One flash 
and the moment has passed. With his imagination 
and skill unfurled, the cameraman has captured 
the essence of a brief moment of time: a world 
of light and shadows, of volume, spacing and 
distance. 
And so it happened.. .in order to form a more lively union, common interest 
and talents were joined in committee to incite rallies, promote social weif ares 
provide for the common knowledge and to insure the defense of all person 
subject to the influence of committee powers and personalities at large 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE—Robin Manning, Claudia Surber, Durenda Horton, Jim Armstrong, Ester Soriano. 
B 
UBLICITY COMMITTEE—Beth Joheka, Pam Hagen, Mary Nimocks, Jack Robinson, Penny Schuck, Nan Plummer, Linda 
iimmingham, John Stuebbe, Jenny Smith. 
RALLY COMMITTEE—Braxton Epps, Tony Texiera, Steve Kurata, Linda Jo Rollins, Mary Severine, Gary Peebles. Standing: 
arla Tange, Kitty Duganall, Dean Alger, Bob Downie. 
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Intersociety: an index around 
the people who make up the 
pages including the societies 
who comprise the chapters, 
one vital bond serves to 
integrate, to create a 
coherent whole. 
MEN'S INTERSOCIETY—Ken Meyer, Ted Green, Jack Robinson, Duke 
Tracy. 
WOMEN'S INTERSOCIETY—Row 1: Mary Scott, Becky Hartman, 
Wendy Long, Barb Brucher. Row 2: Jade Hobson, Tina Batistelli, 
Phyllis Wong, Jeanne Fowler, Jan Hartman, Cherille Gardner. 
0 
OLLEGE COORDINATING COMMITTEE—Row 1: Dr. O'Brian, Bill Wardlaw, Dr. Harvey, Dr. Breese, Dean Newson, Dean 
Iontgomery. Row 2: Rich Lombardi, Chuck Brockett, Bob Downey, Jim Rikel. 
Researchers adding bricks for tomor-
row's mortar board, the Academic 
Affairs Committee flexed itself into 
a fact-finding judiciary on the state 
of affairs, comparing curriculums. 
General Studies programs and evalu-
ations created the greatest stir and 
scrutimzation of the season. Middle 
men of progress, this group opens 
its scope to a wide range, prospecting 
for the qualitative advancement of a 
Whittier education. 
In step with reform, the Co-Curri-
culum Committee has held beat to 
an even more urgent student body of 
drummers. Introducing the success-
ful new system of Pass-Fail marked, 
the first and perhaps greatest fixed 
expansion of educational opportunity, 
usually a hallmark of Quaker insti-
tutions. Class loads, course listings, 
and salaries of faculty reached stages 
of impending resolvement. 
DEMIC AFFAIRS—Left to Right: Kit Strawsburg, Bill Wardlaw, Barb Miller, Tony Teixiera, Tom Dovidio, Jenny 
h, Tom Davis, Lynn Ryerson. 
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SENIOR COUNSELORS—Left to Right: Katie Anderson, Carol Cornelius, Linda Kruger, Sue Bliss, Karen Christenson, Cher 
Bronn, Julie Noyes, Jade Hobson, Shyrl Britton, Becky Hartman, Joan Crotser, Lyn Scott, Carolyn Higgenbotham, Luci 
Abercrombie. 
 
SENIOR COUNSELORS—Top Row, Left to Right: Katie Reynolds, Jeanne Fowler, Mary Scott, Jo Beckworth, Barb Huff, Bonnie Jo Benton, Judy 
Miller, Julie Ellis, Pam Mason, Sue Brown, Jean McIntosh, Wendy Long, Susie Givens, Karen Higgins, Tracy Pfeifer, Stefie Pelton. Row 2: Naomi 
Bjerke, Pat Patterson, piano. Bottom Row: Ruth Kusumoto, Agnes Feng, Joanne Katsuyama, Judy Hendricks, Barb Benbough, Barb Brucher, 
Lawrene Nixon. 
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AWS—Row 1, Left to Right: Meredy Pulliam, Ginny Ventura. Bev Rego, Ruth Kusumoto. Row 2: Lynn Ryerson, Joan Crotser, Dean Alexander, 
Susie Hardy, Beth Harvey, Carolyn Higgenbotham. Row 3: Cathy Smith, Barb Brucher, Jan Erickson, Sue Bliss. Row 4: Kit Strawsburg, Julie 
Ellis, Linda Kruger, Cathy Sanchez. Row 5: Bonnie Jo Benton, Jean McIntosh, Kathy Wulf, Katie Anderson. Row 6: Jan Bryan. 
With spirits still high on 
taco hot sauce of last 
September's picnic, the AWS 
has yet to come down out of 
the clouds. With activities 
frequent, their calendar 
has starred many firsts as the 
potential energy of the 
organization has been developed. 
Nothing could describe them 
better than their theme, for 
they really are "GOING PLACES"! 
Julie Ellis 
AWS President 
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Not one lightbulb at any function of the A\ 
this year flicked on without some member of ti 
Sophomore Service Committee flashing back h4 
now-expected smile. From pushing play ticke 
to pouring punch this group could be found 
every nook of the campus putting forth the 
part in the energy that made this year just th1 
much more electrical. No, it wasn't the end 
the line when Sosecos passed their pins or 
just the beginning of the next circui 
SOSECO—Row 1: Pat Budinger, Pixie Leong, Debbi Gill, Anita Owndby, Carol Packer, Sue Frank, Durenda Horton, Linda Venus, May Chu, Estelle 
Kau, Vicki Evans. Row 2: Kathy Edgar, Beverly Rego, Ginny Ventura, Meredy Pulliam, Anne Battis, Harriet Cords, Susie Weiss, Penny Stirling, Sue 
Stanyar, Mary Nimocks, Jan Bryan, Sally Eberhardt. Row 3: Pearl Nishimura, Charlotte Wallace, Jan Ventura, Niki Nunnalley, Linda Hearne, Vicki 
Edwards, Ann Allen, Dodie Smith, Nancy Alexander, Sue Smith, Linda Bradley, Kathy Riddell, Dawn Smith, Leslie Troy, Maggie Hardy, Patricia Mead, 
Ann Alfsen. 
Jenny 	 Janet 	 Diane 	 Barb 	 Linda Jo 	 Chris 	 Sharon 	 Louise 	 Kathy 	 Chris 	 Pat 	 Nola 
Smith 	 Pulley 	 Kiuber 	 Krohn 	 Rollins 	 Portigal 	 Widman 	 Forrest 	 Ross 	 Williams 	 Bain 	 Johnson 
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SECOS—Row 1: Carol White, Peggy Helprin, Gena Cox, Barbara Drake, Salee Deane, Phyllis Miyashiro, Gayle Toyofuku, 
thy Sanchez. Row 2: Lynne Hirai, Kathy Barney, Georgette Theotig, Terri Hill, Ann Pembroke, Pat Hughes, Steffi Foust, Joyce 
nemoto. 
Only a splash of toy-gunned water in the face, 
enty ringing alarms at 3 a.m., mud splattered tee 
shirts, and cookie crumbed fingers could bring 
together such a group of "response"-able girls in a 
freshman dorm or group. The rest of the love that 
went into junior sponsoring will have to be drawn 
from an understanding of their perpetual symbol-
clasped hands. 
Jill 	 Jean 	 Mary 	 Jan 	 Lynn 	 Anita 	 Carroll 	 Kit 	
Beth 
Paul Ferguson Stelmach Erickson Ryerson Wyne Hodge Strawsburg Harvey 
Pat 
Lay 
Linda 	 Penny 
Cunningham Schuck 
GREEN PEPPERS—Top Row: Carolyn Rholl, Ginger Griswold, Susan Hosoda, Cathy Carlat, Cordelia Smith, Cheryl Cram, Lynne Severance, Paulii 
De Witt, Nancy Winters, Linda Harris, Celeste Smith, Linda Ulrich. Dolores Rankin, Pam Paine, Dorothy Andersen, Chris Lochemer, Linda Linvill 
Bottom Row: Judy Wegerbauer, Cathy Smith, Linda Whalen, Pam Beith, Mary J0 George, Ruby Lehman, Karen Uyeno, Marylyn Sandquist, Phyll 
Williams, Margie Tweedy, Carol Fuller, Linda Little, Alyse Smith, Lynne Smith, Donna Wyss, Janet Popoff, Sue Tyner, Chris Bond, Jean Richardso: 
Ann Hotchkiss. 
The Freshman Green Peppers a: 
often in the thick of behind-th 
scene's activity scaling goal post 
stringing crepe paper, preparii 
Christmas baskets for underprivileg 
families and taking time oi 
occasionally for date parties, stag 
and community lunch hours in the 
Campus In: 
When there are Deborahs 
there are functions designed 
especially for the off-
ampus upperciass women. 
From their lounge head-
ivarters in the Campus 
[nn basement, the group 
plans and coordinates 
activities, gives off campus 
women a home base, and 
strives to bring all mem-
bers closer to the campus, 
its spirit, and the people... 
DEBORAHS: Sue Chitwood, Barb Krohn, Lynn Bowmon, Betty Ruffina, Joyce Umemoto, Judy Hendrix, Jeanne Hull, Melody Millard, Susan 
Hendrixson, Kathy Ross, Patty Bain, Jackie Williams, Pam Hagen, Kay Anderson, Linda Krueger, Earline Walker, Jeannie Goodman, Joyce 
Cauterucio, Jan Ventura, Christina Williams, Tina Batestelli, Verna Grossmann, Elaine Escobar, Janet Erickson, Linda Murgan, Karen Sinclair, Jane 
Granger, Jean McIntosh. 
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SQUIRES—Row 1: Chuck Manely, Bob Williams, Ron Davidson, Kenny Baptist. Row 2: Ben Woo, John St. Georg( 
Barry Yates. 
Usually, no one seems too 
surprised when told that the knights 
and squires died with the medieval 
castle era. Strangely mutant 
and uniquely strong, at Whittier 
they live on in sanctuary, however. 
We suggest that this is due 
to the masculine mystique held by 
the Associated Men Students. 
The sophomore squires and junior 
knights, in carrying on in 
their chivalrous service fashion, 
add great atmosphere to the campus. 
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rIGHTS—Row 1: Tom Foster, John Summerton, Tom Dovido, Van Fryman, Doug Clarke, John Barnes, Bill Sucksdorf. Row 2: 
rry Messcher, John DeLandtsheer, Wendell Allen, Charlie Benn. 
-Row 1: Doug Clarke, Paul Deats, Jack Sweiger. 
: Tom Dovidio, Ken Baptist, Ron Axtel, John Barnes. 
: Wendell Allen. 
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Sixty voices were blended and joined to forr 
one sound--these voices compose the A 
Capella Choir. Activities, ranging from thei 
annual tour, to Home Concert, to releasing 
a record, indicated the harmony and ability 
of the choir. A final endeavor, the performa 
of Bach's "Magnificent in  Major," serve 
to restate their worthiness of kudos and nan 
Singing folk songs in the fall and rejuvenati] 
sixteenth century vocal pieces during the sr 
were the enterprises of the Madrigal Singer 
Their tonal and emotive qualities were exhi 
in performances, which afforded the audien 
a common and intense melodic experience. 
Cacaphonus sounds of struggling brass, woc 
wind, and drum announce the presence of tL 
Poet Band in practice. Faded uniforms and 
tarnished instruments cannot cloud the spir 
of this group, and the criterion of spirit as 
opposed to size has always held reign at 
Whittier. 
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MADRIGALS—Row 1: Pam Hatch, Carolyn Peel, Karen MacQuiddy, Majorie Huckfeldt, Pat Lance, Jeanne Hull, Nancy Colletti, Barbara Krohn. Row 
2: Edwin Biggs, Michael Tausig, John Sonneborn, Grant Brown, Rick Harpster, David Smith, Lowell Boaz. 
A CAPPELLA CHOIR—Row 1: Stephanie Faust, Grace Golf, Cynthia Paige, Linda Barker, Ruby Lehman, Alison Lohans, Amy Schilling, Karen Uyeno, 
Phyllis Williams, Nancy Colletti, Carolyn Graves, Beth Harvey, Barbara Khohn, Mr. Riddle. Row 2: Susan Miller, Toni Guccione, Carolyn Peel, Karen 
MacQuiddy, Pam Hatch, David Langenes, Dennis Young, Ray Woods, Jim Morris, Joe Sundstrom, Pat Lance, Diane Brandt, Jackie Williams, Robin 
Manning. Row 3: Diana Hobson, Virginia Vernon, Michele McCartney, Penny Schuck, Linda Bradley, Rick Harpster, Michael Wilson, Keith Halverson, 
Michael Tausig, Lowell Boaz, Desin Biggs, Marcia Ladendorff, Jeanne Hull, Kathy Edgar, Dolores Smith. Row 4: Marjorie Huckfeldt, Ruth Langenes, 
Nan Schwartz, Steven Naylor, Jim Armstrong, Grant Brown, John Sonnebron, Donald McLary, Paul Deats, James Brandt, David Smith, Lee Dye, 
Jemfer Riddle, Phyllis Clay. 
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A representative group of nationals at Whittier Co11e 
among 140 from 30 foreign countries on steps by 
Wardman Library are—Bottom Row (left to right), 
John W. Omoka, Kenya; Chow-Nen Wong, Malaysia; 
Akiko Ikeda, Japan; Keiko Weed, Japan; Phil Trinh, 
South Vietnam; Sheila Ling, Taiwan; Pedro Chan, 
Hong Kong; Kazoyoshi Morita, Japan; Kuen Hung Le 
Hong Kong; Nechthild Orth, Germany; Robert Yao, 
China, Dr. Paul S. Smith, Whittier College President; 
Row 2: Kitti Phichittanarak, Thailand; Sam Mugodo, 
Kenya; Sharmini Ponnamperuma, Ceylon; Robert 
Ling, Republic of China; Motohiro Satowa, Japan; 
Stan Choi, Hong Kong; George Sun, Japan; Pridi 
Oonchitti, Thailand; Culatip Nitibhon, Thailand; Ros 
3: Vinai Chantalat, Thailand; Ali Masalehdan, Iran; 
Hamid Ladjevardi, Iran; Behrooz Mazandarani, Iran 
Chung-Chu Leung, Hong Kong; Goro Kuga, Japan; 
George Madi, Lebanon; Mahmoud Zahid, Saudi Arabi 
Shu Man Chan, Hong Kong; Somkeartti Usvathongkul 
Thailand. 
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Hawaiian Club: A unique specu-
lation-Hui 0 Hawaii's "Ring of 
Aloha" permeated the Quaker 
Campus. Functioning as the largest 
non societal group, with an entry 
in the Homecoming Parade, 
entertainment services extended to 
local organizations and campus 
functions-a cosmopolitan collage, 
a singular contribution to a mainland 
college. 
HAWAIIAN CLUB OFFICERS—Joanne Katsuyama, Art Camara, Sue Kaneshiro. 
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we  both will  
learn to know  

Throwing every effort into the ring with 
the hat of the GOP, the California College 
Republicans made their issues clear. 
Holding right with Richard Nixon, alumnus, 
this group is moving toward a sweeping 
Fall season of action. Now in its fourth 
year of involvement these promoters can 
be held as an ever more practical key to 
the return of Republican leadership. 
Supplementing the fabled "all brawn" with 
the reality of matched minds to the study 
of health, physical education and recre-
ation, CAPHER formed a greater reali-
zation of its own opportunities and scien-
tific holdings. Hosting monthly speakers, 
clinics, and demonstrations, members 
encouraged audiences in acquiring a wider 
authority and experience. 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS: John Risser, Amy Schilling, Cheryl Bronn, Ed Johnston, Sinara Stull, Marilyn Jacobs, Lawrene Nixon, 
Vince Fraumeni, Jerry Marr. 
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PHERS—Row 1: Lorna Weathers, Susan Neil, Pete Stong, Ron Lindbloom. Row 2: Doreen Frank, Vonnie Dicecco, Barbara Huff, Kathy 
ill. Row 3: Val Corey, Sue Dustin, Penny Stirling, Louise Forrest. Row 4: Tom Woodson, Greg Bell, Claudia Surber, Pete Liapes. Row 5: 
igh Fenderson, Lynn Ryerson, Anita Wyne. Row 6: Tom Reasin, Dr. Ibrahim, Mr. Godfrey. 
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Dimly-conceived aspirations of 
teaching sharpen through the 
touch of experience. Through 
the contact of SCTA, envisioned 
confrontation is magnified into 
focus. Next year's classroom 
becomes a premature reality 
through tutorial sessions; semi-
nars and conferences illuminate 
issues and spark the prisming 
of thought that is shape the 
teacher. 
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB-Row 1: Sherry Firestone, Pat Nelson, Elain Escobar, Mary Carr, Sharon Carter. Row 2: Jayne Wathen, 
Diane Kiuber, Nancy Varney, Ann Walterstorf, Donna Persic, Roberta Roberts, Puff Puckett. Row 3: Beth Browning, Lietta Wagner, 
Nancy Hodge, Judy Clarke, Jaclyn Hucher, Dorian Gray, Ann Goodman, Sandy Snell, Margaret Welborn, Janet Barter, Mary Robbins. 
The Home Economics Chapter uses 
knowledge acquired from classes 
in its organization. Showing this 
flair for the original, members 
provide individuality in constructed 
invitations to announce each 
meeting. Ingenuity is always a 
characteristic of this group. Remem-
bered gatherings such as the Christ-
mas Party and various workshops 
kept the program full. Delegates 
were sent to regional and national 
conferences keeping the scope of 
the chapter open. Helping the 
consumer world, the annual Reed 
and Barton Silver Survey was 
sponsored in the fall. With partici-
pation as a key, the chapter 
sketched out a complete year. 
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FORENSICS SQUAD—Row 1: Russ Taylor, Paul Lieberman, Judy Kimbrough, John Rothman, Jack Swickard. Row 2: Linda Consiglio, Marilyn Jacobs, 
Cheryl Bronn, Joyce Mattun, Kenneth Lynch, Sinara Stull, Sharon Schynkel. Row 3: Tom Dovidlo, Doug Clark, Grant Brown, Bruce Gevirtzman, Bob 
Dye. 
0 
MODEL U.N.: International issues, political problems, 
critical crises- discussion and, perhaps, resolution.. 
Students realize the responsibilities of the United Nations, 
assume the roles of various countries, dissolve the 
dilemmas of generations gone by... . Operations rather 
than actual issues are stressed-understanding rather 
than answers... Whittier's focus-British Guiana. 
MODEL U.N. Row 1: Doug Moore, Tom Dovidio, Tom Davis, Donna Kendall, Chris Evans, Linda Carter, Paul Deats, Val Field. Row 2: Sam Miller, 
Kathy Crowther, Gary Luttell, Brian Hamrick, William Wardlaw, Bill Ogle, Joanne Katsuyama, Joyce Maltun, Jim Noval. 
They just out-talked everybody' 
efore--silent apprehension 
hen--a dynamic delivery 
fter--calm exhilaration 
a proud acceptance 
the Berkeley Sweepstakes Trophy. 
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CHAPEL COMMITTEE—Grace Golf, Jane Shinoda, Norm Wray, Dr. 
David Bender, Lietta Wagner, Maria Stevens, Martha Milk, Avalee 
Wagner, Jim Baker. 
NEWMAN CLUB—Paul Chantalat, Louis Morita, Gabe Moretti, Mario De Cerda. Sitting left to right: Tina Batistelli, 
Jeannie Goodman, Chris Bond, Cathy Lockihard, Nancy Mailliard, Jim Mistipyn, Erick Jahnke, Lani Jhun, Bob 
Thornburg. 
CANTERBURY CLUB—Row 1: Dorothy Houck, Louise Forrest, Linda Bradley, Rab Kim, Lucia 
Abercombie. Row 2: Kathy Feather, Leslie Callaway, Marion Watrous, Pamela Smith, Fr. Jenkins. 
Row 3: Bev Sutton, Fr. Cox, Dr. Forsberg, Chip Sprague, Mrs. Jenkins, Fr. Landis. 
THE GOOD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHiP—Rich Cheatham, Jerry Marr, Dan Landa, King T., Louis Fox, Brother Green, Joe 
Stankowich, Warren White, Bill Kuehl. 
i the encounter of tradition and 
innovation, faced with issues 
manding penetration, reacting 
minds work out many-phased 
approaches. To blend ideals to 
Llity'S convolutions--to destroy, 
to circumvent, or to tread the 
:enuous way toward envisioned 
to reject, accept, and assimi-
into new synthesis--from these 
touchstones spreads Whittier's 
ssortment of religious groups, 
each devoting shifting energy 
toward resolution. From folk-
song services to fire and brim-
ie fellowship, students attempt 
o bring direction to open-ended 
efforts. 
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RESIDENCE HALLS COUNCIL—Row 1: Carol Hodge, Naomi Bjerke, Ann Alfsen. Row 2: Anita Wyne, Sue Givens, Carol Simons, 
Barb Maier. 
Residence Halls Council: Pronouncing 	 Judicial: Presence of mind cannot 
pragmatism with patience. Preserving 	 replace presence of body. The plot tc 
the conscience of the conservative. And 	 prove it may thicken at the chance. 
waiting with wisdom. 	 Quiet now, for Quaker Maid's quanth 
can be calmed judiciously. 
JUDICIAL—Row 1: Pat Lance, Carol Hodge, Penny Stirling, Barb Maier, Louise Alluis. Row 2: 
Rae West, Sue Givens, Kay Simson, Sue Brown, Judy Miller, Naomi Bjerke. 
Dorm Mothers: midnight marauders of the bolted 
doors, these ladies tuck in all of the last 
details of group living. In a myriad of moments 
they assure the resident of an authority, 
assistance, and acceptance. Night fall; the 
party is pooped, the rug is run, and the last 
latch locked. Peace pervades the darkened dorm, 
penetrated only by the seldom-dimmed light of 
the head resident. 
DORM MOTHERS—Top Picture: Mrs. Anne Skibbons, Mrs. Althea Hughes, Mrs. Norrah Hoben, Mrs. Ethyl 
Blakemore, Mrs. Madeline Thompson. Bottom Picture: Mrs. Billie Long, Mrs. Harriet Ferguson, Mrs. Carolyn 
E{unnicut, Mrs. Elsie Pauly, Mrs. Grace Rees, Mrs. Estella Kelsey. 
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L-Victoria Cottages 	 R-Ball 
Stauffer 
Guilford 
Women's Dorms: Settled around the 
campus fringes these laboratories in 
community living frame myriad forms. 
Identical cubicles assume individuality 
upon invasion of spectrum-colored 
personalities; stairwells echo with sounds 
of friendships forming. Dorm rules 
-sometimes shaping activities, more 
often becoming situation-bent-spring-
board controversy and challenge. 
Men's Dorms: slabs of cement that never 
seem humanized as shirts are sanitized. 
Freedom is flaunted as organization 
goes on an orgy. Living comes from in 
hunks of unlikely incidents where 
guy meets man and suddenly you're all 
alone in your room. T shirts, R.A.'s, and 
cigarettes share the sweat of studying. 
And the ceilings burn the bulbs yellow to 
share in the 2 A.M. glare of arrival 
on Thursday night. 
Wanberg 
Murphy 
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An Athenian sisterhood accentuated the fall 
seasons with Mt. Baldy retreat and friendship 
teas. Boasting both the Homecoming and 
Rose Queen, and princesses for every occasion, 
the A's continued in a tradition of social 
prominance. With the onslaught of stags, 
date parties, dinner dances and new members, 
the year grew from goals into an aggregate 
of "high hopes." 
Cheryl Bronn 	 Connie Broomhead 
	
Susie Davis 	 Rae Fabish 
Jill Ferguson 	 Sally Ghan 	 Janette Ikemi 	 Jackie Jackson 	 Judy Jean 	 Mary Kelley 
Kathy Kenny 	 Barb Krohn 	 Donna LeQuesne 	 Gail Muchow 	 Marilyn Mussack 	 Franette Navratil 
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Cherrille Gardner 
President 
Gail Nitta 	 Linda Pena 	 Joanne Priest 
	
Sally Pulliam 
Jane Raycraft 
	
Pamela Rice 	 Linda Jo Rollins 	 Martha Roman 	 Anne Simpson 	 Marsha Song 
arrie Timpson 	 Leslie Troy 	 Betsy Weber 	 Ann Weeks 	 Collene Wicks 	 Phyllis Wong 
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Ken Meyer 
President 
Bob Baldwin 	 John Bell 
	
Stuart Greene 
	 Bryan Hamric 
Bill Hartman 	 Bob Hartman 	 Craig Harvey 	 Harry Hauge 
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Gary Jorgenson 
	 Gary Kinsey 	 Tom Lasick 
	
Bill Leiva 
'he "Sons of Ben", the oldest 
ociety on campus, spun into a 
ull fall, capturing their 
argest pledge class and a theme 
ward at Homecoming. The "Big 
'op" kept spinning at rapid pace 
nd its creators synchronized 
heir activities by instigating 
• new marching tradition and 
erenading coeds with a drill call 
horus. Hallmark of the year, 
Lowever, was another Franklin 
irst--Go Go Girls at the Poet 
il school dance. 
Dennis Masaki 
	
Paul Milazzo 	 Jack Schwieger 
	 Carl Smith 
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Mardi McCord 
Second Semester 
President 
Barbara Brucher 
First Semester 
President 
Nancy Alexander 
Bobbie Floyd 
Linda Bradley 
Barbara Dack 
Louise Forrest 
Susan Baker 
Salee Deane 
Grace Goff 
Penny Cams 
Sally Engel 
Vicki Gaylen 
Gena Cox 
Becky Hartmann 
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Carol Packard 
Barbara Vallentine 
Paula Palmer Stefanie Pelton 
1' 
"All Tuckered Out"? Not Ionian Society members. 
To these Humor award winners in the Homecoming 
Parade, it was indeed A Time To Laugh. There 
seemed to be a myriad of times - catch these girls 
rushing to the post office to send hundreds of hand-
made cards for buddys across the Pacific or 
"Sisters" studying in Copenhagen or - look for them 
on weekend retreats to Palm Springs or breaks to 
Newport Beach. Any time to sing? In Spring - 
yes - and in winter, fall, and midnight showers too. 
Coffee House Date Parties and carnation smelling 
pledging? They're all special moments in another 
never-stop Ionian year. 
Pat Lay Karen Higgins Linda Kiemme Marie Layaye Ellen Lundberg 
Sharon Omori 
Anne Pembroke Sharon Schynkel Bonnie Punt Margaret Tucker 
Swinging into action in early Fall, Lancer's marched 
the streets and true to the beat, activities continued 
at rapid pace. Dinner dancing at the LaVenta Inn, 
alumni-sponsored homecoming bash, and a psychedelic 
Strobelight Christmas Party at Sir Isaac Waltons 
ended '67 on a high and happy note good for another 
year's run. Pledging activities were again taken up 
early in Second Semester, as the Mona Kai, Ensenada 
and lanterns lit Whittier once more. 
Dean Alger 	 Thom Arcadi 
 
Jim Armstrong 	 Ron Axtell 	 Ken Baptist 	 Greg Bell 
	
Bob Brigham 	 Phil Camfield 	 Ron Davidson 
Jon Eno 	 Braxton Epps 	 Dave Gardner 	 Ron Gastelum 	 Doug Grisham 	 Jim Guthrie 	 Lee Haight 
Rick Harpster 	 Wyatt Harris 	 Hugh Henderson 	 John Hlawatsch 	 Steve Hultquist 	 Todd James 	 Bill Jones 
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Tim Heck 
	
Ron Rothschild 
First Semester 
	 Second Semester 
President 
	
President 
Steve Kurata 	 Bill Lannan 	 Jim Lassanske 	 Rich Lombardi 	 John McCulloch 
	
Dave Mescher 	 Tom Miesse 
William Ogle 	 Rich Ornelas 	 Jim Perry 	 Bernie Schneider 	 Steve Seltzer 
	 Mark Simmons 	 Ken Smiley 
Rich Smith 	 Tom Spitler 	 John St. George 	 Pete Stong 
	 Dale Turner 
	 Charlie Warrington 	 Craig White 
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Shakey's was visibly shaken last Fall when the 
Metaphonian Society gathered there in celebration 
of the new year. The Date Party visit to the Lou Rawls 
Concert was only a beginning. Then came Homecom-
ing --- paper, 
omecom-.
- pap paste and planning with the work that 
went wild over the spirit of taking sweepstakes. The 
Mets produced a winner as "Don't Rain On My 
Parade" took top honors and "La Fiesta" turned out 
to be the fitting theme for the brunch celebration at 
Nacho's. With the beginning of second semester, 
thoughts were focused on the Open House, Rush, 
Pledging, and Spring Sing. 
Linda Halisky 
First Semester 
President 
Minga Beckman 	 Phyllis Bruner 	 Kitty Bruss 	 Susie Corner 
Vicki Evans 	 Valerie Field 	 Sue Frank 
Tina Freedman 	 Andie Hammer 	 Barbara Hauge 
Sally Downey 	 Lorraine Erickson 
08 
Naomi Bjerke 
Second Semester 
President 
Beth Henderson 	 Sharon Hoke 	 Melissa House! 
	
Judi Jeffers 
Ann Knutson 
	
Marie McDonald 
	
Shaun McMonag!e 	 Jennifer Nance 	 Cherrie Parker 
Sally Robinson 	 Jeanne Shigetome 	 April Smith 
	
Nancy Taber 	 Janet Tholen 
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This group is never under-
estimated as to the power 
of their brotherly bonds. 
Orthogonian society members 
aid their minds to backing 
the building of their flushing 
fall float. Spring side of the 
year for the 0's flowered 
with the annual Side Saddle 
Hop which smashed all 
former barometers of success. 
Variety on varsity, the brothers 
continued an axiomatic 
support of the Whittier sports. 
Duke Tracy 
First Semester 
President 
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Jim Gardiner 
Second Semester 
President 
Gene Gaudio 
Chip Morvay 
Bruce Ramirez 
Tim Land 
Larry Nitta 
Dan Randolph 
John Lytle 
Lionel Pointer 
Jon Sutherland 
10 
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Portia Campbell Sally Eberhardt Jan Erickson Eva Gulbis 
Barb Huff Jeannine Joy Wendy Long Bonnie Orenchak 
Linda Haley 
Tracy Pffeifer 
Barb Benbough 
	
Debbie Bouvea 	 Sue Brown 
Cheering the Rams on in the coliseum for a 
date party and claiming the Beauty award with 
their "Carousel" Homecoming float, the Palmei 
went round in a wheel of activities for the 
fall. Their delight at the children's seeing 
of Santa wrapped a red bow on their Christmas 
Party. Spring sang the Palmer's song with 
activities including the pledge's Barn Dance 
and a Laker Basketball game. 
Lyn Scott Jenny Smith Kit Strawsburg 
Pam Ross 
Mary Stelmach 
Lynn Ryerson 
Claudia Surber 
Nan Plummer Meredy Pulliam Jan Rikel 
Susie Veatch Carol White Jeanne Evans 
Mary Scott 
First Semester 
President 
Maggi Bloom 
Second Semester 
President 
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Gene Moscovitch 
Second Semester President 
Jack Robison 
First Semester President 
What's Penn Power to Patty Poet? Multitudes of 
skoaled 4.0 students and diversity-directed action, 
from a night at the Tari Ngoma to frozen hands 
during a break in the snow. Watch closely - this group 
of hustlers is headed for high things. 
Ron Aanerud 	 Terry Beckham 
Charles Benn 
	 Edwin Biggs 	 Jim Calkins 	 Whit Calland 
	
Bob Cordell 
	
Paul Deats 
Ed Destaute 	 Edward Dobbyn 	 Tom Dovidio 	 Robert Downie 	 Craig Ensz 	 Allan Feinstein 
Tom Foster 	 Van Fryman 	 Jim Greeley 	 Ted Holt 	 Win Hoose 
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Greg Moore Doug More Dennis Mountjoy Alan Howard Stephen James Paul Legant 
Sam Mugodo Bruce Murphy Sam Patterson Scott Patterson 
Mike Plummer Tom Reasin Steve Reeder Jim Rikel 
Nat Pitts Gary Peebles 
Frank Sinatra Barry Schmitt 
Jim Staples 	 Art Stribley 
	 Bill Stribley 	 Bill Sucksdorf 
	
John Summerton 
	 Bill Wardlaw 
Ben Woo 
	 Brad Woolsey 	 Norman Wray 
	 Dennis Young 
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Jade Hobson 
First Semester 
President 
Sue Bliss 
Second Semester 
President 
"Up, Up, and Away" to a sky-high float ride with Dumbo, 
a caravan trip to Woody Woodbury's show, another flight 
of stairs to sell that last candied apple, a lodge full of fun 
in the mountains. It's all together, and all at once, and 
all the time. 
Does everything always come up yellow roses? With 
"Sunrise, Sunset" and "Let There Be Peace On Earth" 
echoing up, and down, and around every activity of every 
member's thoughts of spring sing, one might suppose that 
roses were in order. 
The year never ends, the time never fades and the 
Thalians never lower their wings of flight. 
Bonnie Jo Benton 	 Shryl Britten 	 Jan Bryan 	 Karen Christensen 
Harriet Cords 	 Agnes Feng 	 Jeanne Ferguson 	 Steph Faust 	 Jeanne Fowler 	 Carroll Hodge 
Pam Hoppins 	 Joanne Katsuyama 	 Phyllis Miyashiro 	 Mary Nimocks 	 Anita Ownby 
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Carol Packard 
	
Pat Patterson 
	
Jill Paul Chris Portigal Janet Pulley 
Bev Rego 
	
Diane Ross 	 Mary Scanland 
Penny Sterling Linda Stoneson 	 Georgette Theotig Gayle Toyofuku 	 Sherry! Warner 
Susie Weiss Sharon Widman 	 Royce Ann Young 
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Jim Baker Tim Clott 
Joe Dahms John Delandtsheer Vince Fraumeni 
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Ron Fukushima 
Gary Smith Bob Williams 
Sachsens had a smash this year but not just 
of the dance variety - it was more like that 
smashing smell of success when good things 
began to swell amongst their midst. Today 
became "now" as action was initiated into 
membership by such activities as Knott's 
Berry Farm Date Party, Seriousness Award-
winning Homecoming Float, and a Monte 
Carlo Night. 
Mike Hooper 
President 
Clyde Koboyaski 
Steve Sype 
Dan McKnight 
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 VE STICIANS 
 
   
Jan Hartman 	 Patricia Bain 
First Semester President 	 Second Semester President 
Tina Batistelli 
	
Carole Cornelius 	 Sharon De Marie 	 Cheryl Ditfurth 
Vicki Edwards 	 Suzanne Eller 	 Jeanne Goodman 	 Peggy Hackett 
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Vesticians were not only Originality 
Award winners in the Homecoming 
Parade with "Leo's Lunch" but also 
walk-away winners of the largest fall 
pledge class in their history. Enthusiasm 
marked each turn of their activities 
from their fall Friendship Tea, Irvine 
Park picnics, to their snow trip, Open 
House, Rush, Spring Sing and out-to-the-
open-air stags, "With a Little Bit of 
Luck" this group will be scaling those 
stars once wished upon and encompassing 
a new constellation of realized dreams. 
Janette Kleeb 
	
Cathy Lockhart 
	
Bonnie McTavish 
Melody Millard 
	
Chris Miller 	 Dorothy Rees 	 Janice Spencer 
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ATHENIANS—Row 1: Ann Gross, 
Eileen Cardoza, Becky Hitchman, Barb 
Tabrum, Cathy Mason, Donna Persic, 
Linda Hartman, Terri Record, Kristin 
Gemmer, Row 2: Sue Stanyer, Carla 
Tange, Cathy Carlet, Berta Bicknell, 
Syndey Sutliff, Carolyn Rholl, Judy 
Mott, Carol Vos, Sandy Jones, Julie 
Tannahill. 
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IONIANS—Row 1: Linda Tessier, Chris 
Jordan, Kathy Feather, Joan Bacon, Sue 
Chitwood. Row 2: Jo Wu, Margot 
Wright, Alice Koo, Elaine Chisholm, 
Margaret Adams, Erin O'Ddonne, 
Karen Heim. 
METS—Row 1: Sue Birnie, Nell 
Schruben, Doreen Beck, Diana Priest, 
Bobbi Heinrich, Becky Bragg. Row 2: 
Linda Edwards, Nan Porter, Sue Smith, 
Linda Callicott, Joyce Eakin, Jean 
Foley, Gayle Roman. 
PALMERS—Row 1: Cindy Horten, 
Santa Smalley, Lanette Johnson, 
Barbe Cassidy, Cathy Gedge, Robin 
Manning, Melissa Otte, Carol Glassco. 
Row 2: Cathie Hall, Sharon Clayton, 
Ann All sen, Pam Lynch, Joanne Hill, 
Kathy Edgar, Rosemary Volpp, Sue 
Gardner, Pam Smith. 
VESTICIANS: Laura Ching, Pat Cirata, Cheryl Ching. 
THALIANS—Row 1: Barb Maier, 
Estelle Larkin, Lani Jhun, Beth 
Jokela, Ro Ruff. Row 2: Gloria Bobb, 
Carol Smith, Sally Mead, Diane 
Harper, Dorothy Houck, Phyllis Clay, 
Nancy Maillard, Pixie Leong. 
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WILLIAM PENN—Left to right, top to bottom: Rick Weinstein, Rob Backer, Ed Goldman, Jim Pau, Russ Taylor, Steve Kramer, 
Wayne Nakamoto, Craig Gamble, Steve Naylon, Steve Gore, Don Washington, Stan Choi. 
FRANLINS—ROW 1: Chip Wolfstein, Ted Krouser, Pedro Chan. 
ROW 2: Mike Gadd, Dave Krueger. ROW 3: Bill Hitrec, Bill Shennon. 
SACHSENS: Jim Van Dewettening, Steve Young, Jim Surino, Bill Kiel 
Tom Powell. 
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ANCERS— Left to Right: Jim Brown, Ron Michael, Mark 
sian, Peter Parks, Steve Roderick, Leslie Murray, Dave 
weis, Dave Leroy, Mark Harvey, Greg McDermontt, Bill 
owe, Alex McBarnett. 
EtTHOGONIAN: Ron Yorabi, Pat Ferguson, Butch Manzo, Joe DeCeon, Gene Locken, John Mele, Willie Nelson, Mark 
more, Lance Edwards, Read Christensen, Bob Davis, Jim Skinner, Allen Lund, Bob Friery, Don Yeshima. 
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Bind my doing and you suffocate my being  
Campus Life 
0
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Orientation Week: Found at last a drawer 
for packing identities, and the freedom 
to raise the mental hemlines three inches 
as the green and white beanie descended 
upon an entire generation of new blood. 
For the moment, who cared if the roof 
leaked with books to be bought, rules to 
be read, friends to be found. One blown 
bubble of psychedelic color seemed to 
encompass the blur of blared yells at a 
snake dance, wake-up, panty raid, or 
street stomp. Monday morning's burst of 
a first hour required lecture blew past 
and all that was left was the smeared 
memory of a tickertape of events and 
faces and crusted mud in-between big toes. 
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• Muscles jerk 
Hearts pound 
Spirits scream 
Voices sound 
Emotions soar 
Hearts sing 
Hands joined - 
UNITY FOUND 
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HOMECOMING CORONATION: Adjectives flowed, 
smiles were just that much brighter, and 
the pace hastened head-long into the 
excitement of the big weekend. 


e campus buzzed with anxiety 
ie town came alive 
If  for a day and night 
ecame a wire and tissue maze 
was as if the whole world 
as "Under the Big Top" 
veryone was there 
) join in the fun 
) lend a hand 
) laugh 
) admire 
) share the excitement 
I the finished product... 
very moment could have filled 
Center Ring 
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Quick draw McGraw couldn't have 
found himself more at home than 
at the springside, Side Saddle Hop. 
Orthogoman brothers spread out 
the Hacienda gym in La Habra in 
uli dust stock of last century's cow-
poke town. Western riding, single 
shot shootin' matches and cowhand 
beard growth contests kept the 
spirits high from sundown on into 
the night. Rustlers and ranchers, 
Indians and their squaws, and 
other odd folk found their poke of 
fun whoopin' it up at the Side 
Saddle special. 
C
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Amidst the commotion of the band, the 
pulsating of drums throbbing base and 
piercing lead there is an individual 
striving to communicate. 
139 
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Campus Day: A day in the 
year foreshadowing the 
advent of newer, more 
introspective ideas being 
formulated, soon to bend or 
propagate. Campus Day, 
portrait of many possibil-
ities for the seeker of things 
beyond the scope of the 
diurnal, signals the closeness 
of the coming year. 
143 
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Friday's shades deepen into evening as throbbing guitars and 
responding faces measure the mood in the crowded Student 
Lounge. Feverish tones mellow into softer sounds; caustic contem-
porary lyrics and subdued music of tradition alternate in shifting 
patterns manipulated by creative student performers. 
145 
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Canon Byron Green 
Rev. C. Mason Harvey 
Everything from the Lomax-
Rouselot "yes or no" of 
Viet Nam to John Goddard's 
Congo Expedition hit the 
convocation podium this 
year. Under the direction 
of chairman Jack Swickard, 
the schedule expanded with 
the variety of audience 
interest and whimsical 
weather, all attended to 
with flexibility of design. 
Canon Byron Green, Speaker 
of the House, Jesse Unruh, 
Synanon Director, Rev. C. 
Mason Harvey; and John 
Stuart Anderson each earned 
the marques' spot once this 
year. Whittier's own alumni, 
Hedge and Donna provided 
one of the year's highlights 
as the program moved to 
include the best of the 
"here" group and the "there" 
thought. 
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John Goddard  
Hedge and Donna  
Jon Braun Stan Sanders 
Louis Lomax and John Rooseiot 
Second Semester Convo: Presented as 
a microcosm of war, disease, conflict, and 
discovery. Reflections of men and their 
experiences; John Braun's sex, Dr. 
Brands's Disease, Stan Sanders identity 
beyond the bounds of Whittier College, 
and John Goddards running of the rapids. 
Even Moishe Yalar's god and Dr. 
Sharabi's Allah somewhere found a Holy 
War. These were a spectrum on which 
to focus. "There are places I'll remember. 
When life has stopped and thoughts remain 
Reflections of my world." 
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Experimental College Courses 
Tao Te Ching - Dr. Ebe 
Experiments in Creativity - Mr. De Vrie 
Seminar in Humanities - Mr. Hewit 
Mexican-American Negro Cultures - Tutorial Staf 
Discussions on Asia - Mr. Palme 
---free methods, liberal atmospher, 
---creating capacities for a new 1earnin 
---not to be gold sealed, stamped, or registere 
--a spontaneous interaction with educatior. 
Stan Sanders 
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The Four Preps 
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A Kind of Loving 
I sing songs for people I can't have 
people I meet once and will never see again. 
I make words for people I've not met 
Those who will not turn to follow after me. 
It is for love that I live all alone 
Because the lovers I imagine 
Are safer than the one's I've known. 
I make rhymes for people who won't hear 
Some who will not turn their faces to meet mine. 
It is for me a kind of loving, 
A kind of loving, for me. 
Rod McKuen 
Rod McKuen 
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The Glass Family 
154 
Schiomo Carlebach 
Aesthetic production reached an all time 
high second semester as students readily 
purchased the musical, poetic, and 
motional wares from Schlomo Carlebach 
to The Sunshine Company, The Standells, 
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band and The Glass 
Family. 
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Kaleidoscopics: seventeen dance, give freely-of life 
and of expression, no bounds, space gives feeling 
communicates in it's own way sharply softens the 
mood or excites the emotions to freedom. 
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"For walking round the world in the 
wrong skin, the wrong shaped noses, 
eyelids: Living at the wrong address--
London, Berlin, Hiroshima--Wrong 
night, wrong city?" Questions like this 
one are asked incessantly; and those 
plagued by the same question were 
able to match their feelings with those 
of the characters in "J.B." Portrayed 
asa2Oth century Job, J. B. seeks to 
answer the same question when he 
himself is exposed to innocent suffering. 
This play, a Pulitzer Prize by Archibald 
MacLeish, was Whittier's first drama 
this year. The characters were portrayed 
by Grant Brown who played Job, Lella 
Daniels, Job's wife, Terry Nelson and 
Bruce Fleicher as Mr. Zuss and Nickles. 
Direction was by Dr. Robert Treser. 
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Theater improvisation was the cre-
ative basis of Carlo Goldini's farce, 
"A Servant of Two Masters." Each 
actor selected a personality of his 
lifetime and studied him throughout 
his career. From these studied 
characters a plot was devised and 
this play produced. Though lifetimes 
were crammed into the study of a 
few weeks by the shortage of time, 
the cast presented characters of the 
Italian Renaissance with distinction. 
Cast included Bob Gold as the master, 
Judy Kimbrough, Simon Perkic, and 
Merilly McCain, Terry Nelson as 
lovers, and was directed by Jack 
DeVries. 
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"Brigadoon ... Brigadoon ...bloomin under 
sable skies...."  Bursting forth in streams of 
motion, color, and melody, Lerner and Loewe's 
Musical Brigadoon captivated sellout audiences 
throughout its run. Set amidst the misty high-
lands, this tiny old Scottish village spun its tale 
through the blending of tender, lusty and tragic 
notes. While Meg, the "hyperthyroid milkmaid," 
ran her hot pursuit of elusive Jeff, and disillu-
sioned Charlie sought to ruin the centuries-old 
spell of the enchanted town, the mysterious 
miracle of love unfolded to quietly reveal its 
might. Major roles were played by; Grant 
Brown, Terry Nelson, Nancy Colletti, Steve 
Naylon, Tom Read and Barbara Kaye. Director 
Robert Treser's crew, with technical help from 
Jack DeVries and choreography by John Cole, 
spread the rare mood of that setting during its 
three successful evenings. 
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Every now and then I feel that my existence is justified. 
Snoopy 
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Ron Axtell Chuck Brockett Mr. George Grasty Tom Davis 
Rick Harpster Dr. Gilbert McKwen 
Bill Wardlaw Jack Robison Dr. Harry G. Schrickel Tony Texeira 
Omicron Delta Kappa: Leadership is essential 
to the success of today's world, and Omicron Delta 
Kappa is proof of the fact that men are meeting the 
demand. Membership in this honorary leadership 
fraternity for senior and faculty men is based on 
leadership and scholarship, and its main objective 
is to promote better communications between 
the faculty and student body, acting as a 
liaison in many instances. High points of the 
year included the May Installation of new 
members, publication of the Poet Handbook, 
and Guide to Whittier College Rules and 
Regulations. 
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Katie Anderson Naomi Bjerke Joan Crotser Jerry Ockerman 
Small, conceived of service, Cap and Gown 
membership indicates the highest honor a senior 
girl can accept, Chosen for leadership, scholar-
ship, and dedication to the school, this group 
was headed by Joan Crotser. Scrutinizing the 
tasks before her, each girl put into her position 
a maximum of involvement in all phases of her 
campus experience. 
r. Thomas Harriss 
   
Joan Greenacre 
	 Margaret Haley 
	 Jean McIntosh 
	
Mary Scott 
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Linda Noel 
Freshman Princess 
Portia Campbell 
Sophomore Princess 
Linda Jo Rollins 
Junior Princess 
66 
Cheryl Bronn 
Senior Princess 
HOMECOMING ROYALTY: 
Behind the Queen is her court. A 
figurehead is representative, not 
omnipotent. Satisfaction is a de-
rivative of dedicated endeavor, 
not mere chance. Participation, 
not domination; reality, not illu-
sion, are the determinants of 
the real Queen. 
Queen Martha Roman 
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ROSE FLOAT CONTESTANTS—Martha Roman, Tracy Pfeifer, Rena Ladendorff, Carla Tange, Janet Rikel, Judy Kimbrough, Janet Tholen, Sherryl 
Warner. 
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Three consecutive years now, Cali-
fornia Maid of Cotton contest has 
chosen a candidate from the Poet coeds. 
Competing against several hundred 
other home-spun beauties, Donna 
LeQuesne provided more than adequate 
challenge for the crown. 
ying for the honor of representing 
Thittier in Pasadena's annual 
'ournament of Roses, these candidates 
ontinued a tradition of high-rate 
ompetition. From among them arose 
ueen Martha Roman and princesses, 
herryl Warner and Judy Kimbrough to 
mile at New Year's Day crowds from 
)enmark's flower-strewn shores. 
Donna LeQuesne 
Sherryl Warner, Martha Roman, Judy Kimbrough 
Rose Float Royalty 
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Katie Anderson,  Katie Reynolds, 
 Julie Ellis,  Bonnie Jo Benton  
Jade Hobson,  Dave Smith.  
p
 
Bill Wardlaw, Chuck Brocket, Linda Halisky. 
gie Bloom, Chris Evans, Naomi 
rke. 
A Who's Who individual. 
Today wears the response 
of an ability woven of 
receptivity - the capacity 
to create from the raw 
materials of opportunity 
a result surpassing the 
ordinary. 
Jack Robinson, Jean McIntosh. Tony 
Teixeira. 
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Who's Who—Bernie Schneider 
Who's Who—Susie Givens, Rick Harpster 
Who's Who—Melinda Harnois, Roy Scaffidi 
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4.0 STUDENTS—Rich Lornbardi, Linda Krueger, Ellen Ueda, Dave Edinger, Norema Nutter. 
Enjoyment of accomplish-
ment is a stimulant for 
endeavor. Luck plus hope 
does not equal 4.0. The 
small turn out for the 
photographer is no doubt 
due to studious endeavor 
elsewhere. 
4.0 STUDENTS-Row 1: Jack Robison, Bill Capps, Mark Samuelson, Carol 
Lappin. Row 2: Chuck Brockett, Bill Wardlaw, Tom Davis, Bonnie Jo Benton, 
Steve Coon. 
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Bob Downie  
Bill Crosbie  
Bill Ward1as  
Paul Deats  
Emerging in a pattern of diversity, 
accented by individuality, AMS Men 
of the Month demonstrated the well-
formed balance of numerous activities 
and academic capability. With flexibil-
ity, obligations found themselves given 
to accomplishments. The men had 
matched the hour. 
Tony Teixeira 
Ron Axtell 
Coach Aubrey Bonham 
Chuck Brockett 
175 
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Jean Ferguson  Ester Soriano  Carroll Hodge  
Jeanne Fowler  
A.W.S. Personality of the 
Month: ". . to be that 
individual is to express, to 
give, and to care." 
Jenny Hopkins 
 
Penny Stirling 
Mardi McCord 
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"Great economic and social forces flow 
with a tidal sweep over communities that 
are only half conscious of what is befalling 
them. Wise are those who foresee what 
time is, thus bringing and endeavor to 
shape institutions and mold men's thought 
and purpose in accordance with the change 
that is silently surrounding them." 
John, Viscount Morley, from 
The Dynamics of Change 
Those sociology majors selected for mem-
bership in Alpha Kappa Delta stand to take 
their place among these men, seeking to 
implement their environment for the 
benefit of its populace. 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA-Row 1: Valerie Field, Liz Garza, Louise Alluis, Joan Peacock, Susan Thomas, Chris Portigal, Janet 
Pulley. Row 2: Judy Hathaway, Gary Shields, Dave Langenes. Row 3: Barb McCann, Marcia Corbett, Jan Zobel. Row 4: Mr. 
Ormood Flood, Mr. Malcolm Farmer, Janet Woodfield, Mr. John Wathen, Cindy Grell, Dr. Robert O'Brien,Pam Eller, Harvey 
Putzel, Mr. Keith Rholl, Mr. Douglas Smith, Carol Wissman, Dr. Charles Browning, Jean McIntosh, Judi Miller, Barb Miller. 
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In an effort to homogenize the 
separation between negro and 
caucasian, the Fisk and Howard 
program is continuing for its 
twelfth consecutive year. Attend-
ing Whittier for a semester is 
Albertine Carter from Fisk 
College. To Fisk, Whittier has 
sent Cindy Schuricht and to 
Howard University Clyde 
Kobayashi. All participants 
are experiencing the adaptation 
to and absorption of the other 
cultures amongst which they 
live. 
Cindy Schuricht, Clyde Kobayashi 
Albertine Carter 
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P1 ALPHA THETA—Row 1: Pat Paterson, Larry Winzenread, Tony Texeira. Row 2: Dr. Donald Nuttal, Jerry 
Ockerman, Evelyn Bible, Darlene Williams, Karen Christenson, Shryl Britton. 
Phi Beta: Expression, 
springing from many forms, 
draws together outstanding 
women students of speech, 
drama, and music into Phi 
Beta honorary sorority. 
Through association with 
similarly-creative students, 
each member is encouraged 
to develop personal knowledge 
and expand her potentialities. 
To further these goals, the 
sorority provides the repre-
sented departments with an 
annual donation of tapes 
and records. 
PHI BETA—Jacqueline Williams, Carolyn Peel, Marjorie Huckfeldt, Nancy Colletti, Sinara Stull, 
Carolyn Murakami, Michele McCartney. 
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Pi Alpha Theta: History is like a key, 
it opens the doors to the past and helps 
turn the knobs in anticipation of the 
future. Pi Alpha Theta then, is like a 
hand given to the application of the key 
to the keyhole. An honorary history 
society, the group was formed to promote 
interest in history careers and encourage 
specialized research. The society, now in 
its fourth year hopes to expand and im-
prove its program in an effort to meet 
the challenge of the times and the trials 
of the future 
	  
ALPHA PSI OMEGA—Terry Nelson, Lella Daniel, Dr. Robert Treser, Peggy Hackett, Nancy Hunter, Mr. Jack deVries, 
Rosemary Rayburn, Carolyn Murakami, John Cole. 
Alpha Psi Omega: Pi Mu Chapter: Within the realm 
of the Poet Theatre, Alpha Psi Omega, a national 
honorary dramatic fraternity, has done much to bring 
proper recognition to people of drama. One of Alpha 
Psi Omega's main functions is to promote theatre 
productions. This year they staged "J.B.," "Servant 
of Two Masters", and the musical "Brigadoon,"-
performances all in keeping with the traditional high 
quality of local drama. 
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DELTA PHI UPSILON—Row 1: Cheryl Van Dam, Janet Pulley, Lietta Wagner, Sally Pulliam, Ann Wolterstorff, Patricia Sue Wills, Trudy Scott, Lyn 
Scott, Margaret Welborn, Jan Rikel, Melinda Harnois, Cheryl Ody. Row 2: Mary Platt, Royce-Ann Young, Linda Jensen, Jaclyn Huchel, Debbie Burgess 
Nanette Plummer, Windie Brann, Marion Townsend, Wendy Long, Patty Bain, Phyllis Bruner, Mary Scanland, Cindy Robertson, Pam Watson, Judy 
Jean, Eva Gulbis. 
DELTA PHI UPSILON—Row 1: Jan Drenth, Pamela Hagen, Stefanie Pelton, Beth Harvey, Lawrene Nixon, Linda Kiemme, Bonnie Jo Benton, Jill 
Hornby McClintock, Naomi Bjerke, Tina Freedman, Eileen Nawa. Row 2: Judy Hendrix, Marcia Hall, Jeannie Goodman, Florine Van Dam, Linda 
Bennett, Shyrl Britton, Katie Reynolds, Joan Crotser, Jean Ferguson, Diane Harper, Maggi Bloom, Sue Brown, Pat Paterson, Kathleen Ferguson. 
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PHI SIGMA ALPHA: Honorary Political Science Fraternity; Randy 	 PHI SIGMA TAU—Honorary Philosophy Society: Chuck Brockett, Sam 
Zane, Carolyn Higgenbotham, Dr. J. W. Robinson. 
FORENSICS HONOR SOCIETY—Row 1: Win Hoose, Bill Wardlaw, Tom Huffman. Row 2: Mr. Jerry Paul, Major Kenneth Lynch, 
Buzz Schupman, Sharon Schynkel, Jack Swickard. 
Magado, Richard Ashbran, Liz Scholl, Jean-Ellen Howard, Allen Feinstein. 
18,  
We do not offer wholesale minds that burp undigested ideas 
which have been bolted down by early consumption. 
84 
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Grown from green beanies, seniors 
of '68 stole through the Whittier 
experience to a certain degree. 
Uptonian Design drew full credit 
as units of time-oriented studies 
found themselves integrated into 
recorded spaces. Campus expan-
sion, social expression, academic 
impression; these consensual 
elements rolled themselves up in 
one four year prospectus now 
lived. "I pledged 68" -adding 
tomorrow for the multiplication 
of that which will be left of this 
year that "was". A gift in green, 
a class in gold. 
Ron Gastelum 
Senior Class President 
Senior Class Officers: Mark Simmons, Wynne-Ellen Jones, Tracy Pfiefer, Sue Brown, Art Stribley, Joanne Katsuyama, 
Ron Axtell. 
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Abdulrahman Abdulkader Lucia Abercrombie 	 Ashok Ajgaokar 
Soc. & Bus. Adm. 	 English 
	
Chem.-Biol. 
Richard Akasaka 
Psychology 
Khaled Al-khamees 
Pol. Sci. 
Filiz Akinci 
English 
	
Louise Alluis 	 Salim Al-mohanna 	 Ibrahim Alzamel 
	
A. A. Al-Rashid 
	
Andrea Andersen 	 Kay Anderson 
	
Pol. Sci. & Soc. 	 Biology 	 Pol. Sci. 	 Geology 
	
Biology 	 English 
Coren Andrews 
Geology 
John Armstrong 
History 
Melissa Artman 
Soc-Psych. 
Ron Axtell 
Chem. -Biology 
Nabih Baeshin 
Biology 
Carlos Barriga 
Mathematics 
Minga Beckman 	 Jo Beckwith 
	
Linda Beem 	 John Bel 
	
Robin Bell 
	
Clair Bennett 
Sociology 	 Phys. Educ. 	 English 
	
Pol. Sci. 	 Biol.-Psych. 	 Psychology 
Leon Bennett 
	
Linda Bennett 
	
Bonnie Jo Benton 
	
Karen Berg 
	
Leslie Bernstein 	 Naomi Bjerke 
History 	 Sociology 	 History 	 Sociology 
	
Sociology 	 History 
18; 
Sue Bliss 	 Maggi Bloom 	 Lowell Boaz 	 Richard Bolins 	 Beverly Boyd 
	
Jim Brandt 
History 	 History 	 Music-Rel. 	 Phys. Educ. 	 Eng.-Soc.-Social 
	
Bus. Adm. 
Work 
Pat Brecht 
	
Bob Brigham 	 Edwina Bright 
	
Shyrl Britton 	 Charles Brockett 
	
Cheryl Bronn 
Biology 	 Bus. Adm. 	 Sociology 	 History 	 Pol. Sci. 	 Sp.-Or. 
Connie Broomhead 
	
David Brown 	 Sue Brown 	 Beth Brownlee 	 Barb Brucher 	 Skip Buffington 
Phys. Educ.-Soc. 	 Pol. Sci.- Hist. 	 Pol. Sci. 	 Home Econ. 	 History 	 Pol. Sci. 
William Burns 
Bus. Adm. 
Bill Capps 
Pol. Sci. 
Marcia Carlson 
Home Econ. 
Penny Cams 
Phys. Educ. 
Mary Carr 
Home Econ. 
Al Carrigan 
Sociology 
Mike Castricone 
Psychology 
Cynthia Chaba ton 
English 
Doris Chaney 
English 
Bob Chase 
Psychology 
Rich Cheatham 
Phil.-Rel. 
Karen Christensen 
History 
38 
Peter Chung 
Chem.-Biol. 
Albert Ciocatto 
Sociology 
Judith Clarke 
Spanish 
Nancy Colletti 
Music Educ. 
Susan Corner 
Home Econ. 
Philip Cooper 
Physics 
Marcia Corbett 
Sociology 
Nancy Corder 
Soc. -Anthro. 
Zero Crabtree 
Chemistry 
Joan Crotser 
English 
Robert Currie 
Pol. Sci. 
Joseph Dahms 
Economics 
Lella Daniel 
	
Neil Davidson 	 Susan Davis 	 Thomas Davis 	 John Dean 	 Linda Dodge 
Sp.-Dr. 	 Pol. Sci. 	 History 	 Pol. Sci. 	 Pol. Sci. 	 Pol. Sci. 
Four years at the Chow Palace -- stuck together by PB & J to rest as one memory still undigested. 
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Pat Donaldson 	 Jan Drenth 
	
Steve Dunnam 
	 Jeff Eckmier 	 Shanna Edwards 	 Marianne Eger 
Soc. & Pol. Sci. 	 English 
	
Phys. Educ. 	 Bus. Admin. 	 Sp.-Hearing 
	 Sp.-Hearing 
Kirsti Eide 	 Pam Eller 	 Julie Ellis 	 Abdulrahman Elsamari 
	
Kathye England 
	
Chris Evans 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 	 Sociology 	 Phys. Educ. 	 Pol. Sci.-Soc. 	 English 
	
Bus. Admin. 
Ken Farber 
Bus. Ad. & Econ. 
Allan Feinstein 
Psychology 
Agnes Feng 
Dietetics 
Kathleen Ferguson 	 Rodney Ferguson 
Pol. Sci. 	 History 
Valerie Field 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 
Pam Fink 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 
Darrell Flanders 
Psychology 
Jeanne Fowler 
Soc.-Hist. 
Terry Fox 
Pol. Sci. 
Doreen Frank 
Phys. Educ. 
Penny French 
Sociology 
Les Gamble 
Bus. Admin. 
Antonio Gandara 
Spanish 
Ernie Garcia 
Phys. Educ. 
James Gardiner 
Pol. Sci. 
Dave Gardner 
Pol. Sci. 
Margaret Gardner 
History 
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John Geer 
History 
Robert Gaumer 
Phys. Educ. 
Ronald Gastelum 	 Joseph Gaudio, Jr. 
Pol. Sci. 
	
Pol. Sci. 
Cynthia Grell 	 Rosemary Grembla 	 James Guthrie, Jr. 
Sociology 	 Biology 	 Bus. Admin. 
Pamela Hagen 
History 
Kathleen Hales 
English 
Linda Halisky 
English 
Sally Ghan 
History 
Catherine Gigler 
Psychology 
Threateningly apparent has been the digging out, pulling together, and ripping away at 
this bedrock of ideas, calling for involvement. 
Susan Givens 
Soc.-Soc. Work 
Vincent Godt 
Psychology 
Jane Granger 
History 
Douglas Grea son 
Bus. Admin. 
Leola Greer 
Home Econ. 
Susan Gregg 
Mathematics 
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Marcia Hall 
History 
Terry Hamric 	 Melinda Harnois 
Sociology 	 History 
Richard Harpster 
Music 
Rebecca Hartmann 
Mathematics 
John Hatcher 
Mathematics 
Judith Hathaway 
Sociology 
Charlotte Hawk 
Sp.-Forensics 
Norman Hayden 
Bus. Admin. 
Kenneth Haye 	 Beth Henderson 
Psychology 	 Economics 
Judy Hendrix 
Mathematics 
Susan Hendrixson 
Biology 
Terry Hensley  
Bus. Admin. 
William Herman 
Pol. Sci. 
Melvin Higashi 	 Karen Higgins 
History 	 Soc.-Anthro. 
Marybel Hill 
Sociology 
John Hlawatsch 
Pol. Sci. 
Keith Halverson 
Music 
Andrea Hammer 
Sociology 
Bryan Hamric 
Pol. Sci. As the years took a form, structures found frames, steel its cement, and steps their floor. 
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Pictures that you hear can't shout of the eyes that 
they see. Capacities behind the pupil, bubble-blown 
of the "college education" dream, blink of nights of 
thirty hours, and blur with the inks of a thousand 
papers. Sheep skin designs carry with them no 
flowers of sleep. But the shut-up element of 
surprise in each glance tells you about the wide-
eyed approval of tomorrow. 
Jade Hobson 
Music Educ. 
Nancy Hodge 
Sociology 
Phyllis Hogg 
History 
Tobi Holbrook 
Psychology 
Theodore Holt 
Psychology 
Carol Hooker 
English 
Winston Hoose 
Pol. Sci. 
Jill Hornby 
Sociology 
Melissa Housel 
History 
Alan Howard 
History 
Jean-Ellen Howard 
Pol. Sci. 
Barbara Huff 
Hist.-Soc. 
Jeanne Hull 
	
Timothy Hultgren 	 Christopher Hunt 
	
Cristine Jaich 
	
William Jenkins 	 Linda Jensen 
English 
	
History 	 History 	 English 
	
Bus. Admin. 	 History 
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Cathy Jette 
English 
Pearl Johnson 
Pol. Sci. 
Gary Jones 
Bus. Admin. 
Nancy Jones 
Pal. Sci.-Soc. 
Wynn-Ellen Jones 	 Susan Kaneshiro 
History 	 History 
Biology 
Gabriela Kaplan 	 Joanne Katsuyama 
Pol. Sci. 
Donna Kazanjian 	 Mark Khemthone 
Pol. Sci. 
	 Bus. Admin. 
Louanne Kim 
Speech 
They are like that. One must not hold it against them. Children should always show great forbearance toward grown-up people. 
Richard King 	 Lianne Konarske 	 Linda Kiemme 	 Ann Knutson 	 Bill Kramer 	 Linda Krueger 
Bio.-Chem. 	 Psychology 	 History 	 History 	 Bus. Admin.-Soc. 	 History 
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Wesley Kruse 
Hist.-Pol. Sci. 
Ruth Kusumoto 
Soc.- Psy. 
t certainly, for us who understand life,... 
Ann Lafferty 
Bus. Admin. 
William Lannan 
Biology 
George Lang 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 
Tom Larson 
Biology 
David Lambert 
Economics 
David Langenes 
Psychology 
Carol Lappin 
English 
Margaret Law 
Sociology 
• . figures are a matter of indifference. 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
Ron Lindbloom 
Bus. Admin. 
Richard Lombardi 
Pol. Sci. 
Wendy Long 
History 
Elinore Lowe 
Soc.-Psy. 
Mary Lockhardt 
English 
Gary Luttel 
Pol. Sci. 
John Lytle 
Sociology 
Barbara McCann 
Sociology 
19f  
Martha McCord 
Phys. Educ. 
Brian McDonald 
History 
Amy McHenry 
Math.-Eng. 
Jack McKenna 
Bus. Admin. 
Shawn McMonagle 	 James McWhorter 
Sociology 	 Pol. Sci. 
Hussein Marzouki 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 
Pamela Mason 
Hist.-Eng. 
Kristine Machenheimer 
Sociology 
George Madi 
Bus. Admin.-Soc. 
Carolyn Major 
Home Econ. 
Arnold Maldonado 
Psychology 
Doug Martin 
Bus. Admin. 
Reg Martin 
Bus. Admin. 
Adrian Medure 
Phil-Music 
Jean Meirs 
History 
Rolling on, a four year proof class turns through all shadows of doubt and on to the sheer 
pleasure of being able to pedel each breath. 
Linn Melvin 	 Ken Meyer 	 Barbara Miller 	 Judy Miller 	 Jim Minor 	 John Moore 
Bus. Admin. 	 Pol. Sci. 	 Psychology 	 Sociology 
	
History 	 Pol. Sci. 
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Terry Mooschekian 
Bus. Admin. 
Mike Moran 
Phys. Educ.- 
Bus. Admin. 
Gabe Moretti 
Bus. Admin. 
Kazuyoshi Morita 
	 Donald Morris 
Bus. Admin. 	 Bus. Admin. 
Mac Arthur Moore 
Phys. Educ. 
Eugene Moscovitch 
Pol. Sci. 
Keith Mott 
Chem.-Math 
Carolyn Murakami 	 Marilyn Mussack 
Home Econ. 	 Phys. Educ. 
Denise Myers 
Music 
Hideichi Nagata 
Bus. Admin. 
Susan Neill 
Phys. Educ. 
Lester Nakasone 
Biology 
Ronald Nelson 
Pol. Sci. 
Gayle Nitta 
Hist.-Soc. 
changing the very atmosphere the 	 Lawrene Nixon 	 James Noval 
	
Julie Noyes 	 Janet Nussmann 
heels must spin through. 	 History 	 Pol. Sci. 	 English 
	
Pol. Sci.-Hist. 
Jerry Ockerman 
History 
Cheryl Ody 
History 
John Oliver 
Biology 
Philip Owens 
History 
Lee Panagos 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 
Cherrie Parker 
Sociology 
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John Parry 
Sociology 
Pat Paterson 
History 
Scott Patterson 
Pol. Sci. 
Jeff Pierce 
Psychology 
Stefanie Pelton 
English 
James Perry 
Pol. Sci. 
Tracy Pfeifer 
Spanish 
Kathie Phalen 
Sociology 
Sandra Plann 
Spanish 
Mel Pobre 
Bus. Admin. 
Penny Pratt 
Span.-Art 
Joanne Prist 
History 
Sandra Prough 
Sociology 
Mary Puckett 
Home Econ. 
Bonnie Punt 
English 
Tom Reasin 
Hist.-Phys. Educ. 
Charles Reeder 
Pol. Sci.-Soc. 
Katie Reynolds 
English 
Penny Richard 
Soc.-Soc. Work 
Susan Robertson 
Psychology 
John Robison 
Mathematics 
Sheryl Rockwell 
History 
Donna Roemer 
Sociology 
Greg Romain 
Pol. Sci. 
 
I 
 
Martha Roman 
	
Pam Ross 
	
Ron Rothschild 
	
Paul Rourman 
	
Judith Rowan 	 Craig Saari 
Sociology 	 Sociology 
	
Pol. Sci. 	 Pal. Sci. 	 Sociology 
	
Pol. Sci.-Bus. Admin. 
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Suzanne Setum 
Sociology 
Brian Shea 
Biology 
Linda Shedeck 
Sociology 
Bill Shennan 
History 
Maribeth Shepherd 	 Kenneth Sherman 
Hist.-Pol. Sci. 	 Pol. Sci. 
Mary Sanders 
Soc.-Phys. Educ. 
Richard Schaeffer 
Biol.-Chem. 
Scott Schiechl 
Pol. Sci.-Hist. 
Margaret Schilling 
History 
Andrea Schneider 
Home Econ. 
Bernard Schneider 
Pol. Sci. 
Jack Schwieger 
Pol. Sci. 
Sharon Schynkel 
Sp. & Dr. 
Lynn Scott 
History 
Mary Scott 
Biology 
Trudy Scott 
Hist.-Pol. Sci. 
Mary Jo Seitz 
English 
Jeanne Shigetomi 
History 
Carol Simmons 
Phys. Educ. 
Mark Simmons 
History 
Frank Sinatra III 
Pol. Sci. 
David Smith 
Music 
Rick Smith 
Bus. Admin.- 
Pol. Sci. 
      
David Smock 
Bus. Admin. 
Ester Soriano 
Pol. Sci.- Soc. 
Bob Spence 
Biology 
Ken Spence 
Geology 
Margaret Spencer 
Sociology 
Bob Stillwagon 
Bus. Admin. 
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Arthur Stribley III 	 Melodye Stuber 
Economics Soc.-Anthro. 	 Soc.-Phys. Educ. 
Claudia Surber 
Harvey Waxman 	 Lorna Weathers 
History 	 Phys. Educ. 
Selma Weiner 
Hist.-Pol. Sci. 
Margaret Welborn 
Home Econ. 
Dennis Welch 
Biol.-Soc. & Anthro. 
Rae West 
Hist.-Soc. 
Nancy Stinebaugh 
Sociology 
Michael Stone 
Econ.-Bus. Admin. 
Michael Strawn 
Pol. Sci. 
Mary Swanson 
Hist.-Soc. 
Jack Swickard 
Sp.-Dr. & Pol. Sci. 
Michael Tamura 
Bus. Admin. 
Sherry Teel 
History 
Joseph Teixeira 
History 
Susan Thomas 
Sociology 
William Thomason 	 Melody Tibbetts 
Economics 	 History  
Cedric Tracy 
Bus. Admin. 
Richard Trostle 
Biol.-Chem. 
Margaret Anne Tucker 	 Michael Ulery 
History 	 Mathematics 
Cheryl Van Dam 
Sociology 
Jenny Vander Meulen 	 Nancy Varney 
Pol. Sci. 	 Sociology 
Christine Vest 
Sociology 
Cindy Waian 
History 
William Wardlaw 
Pol. Sci. 
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Warren White 	 Cheryl Jean Whitney 	 Carol Whitson 
Pol. Sci. 
ElaineWilbur 
Phys. Educ. 
Dale Wilkison 
English 
Darlene Williams 
History 
History History 
Doug Wilson 
Pol. Sci. 
Eddie Wilson 
Bus. Admin. 
Larry Winzenread 
History 
Carol Wissman 
Soc.-Pol. Sci. 
Phyllis Wong 
Bus. Admin. 
Janet Woodfield 
Sociology 
Yuichiro Yamushita 
Bus. Admin. 
Pauline Yanazaki 
Pol. Sci. 
Royce Ann Young 
English 
Randy Zane 
Pol. Sci. 
Hazel Zieman 
Home Econ. 
Jan Zobel 
Sociology 
It's not just the attaining, 
but the striving, not merely 
the hitting of the target 
but the best-aimed shot 
being released; not only 
the success, but also the 
never-crushed rising from 
defeat... 
• . . and, in the end, a hand 
full of attainment, an arm 
thrust confidently toward 
future's uncertainty. 
2C 
JUNIOR CLASS—Row 1: Jaclyn Herchel, Diane Kiuber, Karen Hem, Beth Harvey, Deborah Ladner, Barb Krohn, Nell Schruben. Row 2: Christine 
Goske, Dorian Gray, Nola Johnson, Jeannie Goodman, Bobbi Floyd, Liz Keiser, Karen Hosack, Patricia Hartwell. Row 3: Van Fryman, Stuart Greene, 
Steve Kurata, Gary Jorgenson, Erich Jahnke, Doug Clarke, Tom Spitler, Larry Holmer, Tom Davidio. 
2 
JUNIOR EXECUTIVE—Left to Right: John Barnes. Janet Pulley, Dave Mescher; President, Whit Calland. Not 
Pictured: Jill Paul. 
Pruning places the pressure on 
the seasons of sensibility juniors have grown 
through to this hour. 
JUNIOR CLASS—Row 1: Janet Pulley, Beth Jokota, Sharon Widman, Lynn Ryerson, Grace Goff, Gail Nagata, Linda Jo Rollins. Row 2: Chris Portigal, 
Lynne Frankel, Lynn Eldred, Penny Schuck, Gail Fischer, Joey Sontag, Melody Millard, Mary Kelley, April Smith. Row 3: Gregg Munsell, Bob 
Williams, James Mistysyn, Dana Strom, Douglas Hans, Rufus Espinoza, Nick LaTurner, Bob Sydnor, Sam Mugodo. 
04 
A man bath no better thing 
under the sun, than to eat, and 
to drink, and to be merry. 
Bible 
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JUNIOR CLASS—Row 1: Amy Schilling, Santa Smalley, Barbara Vallentine, Earline Walker, Cindy Ziemer, Tallien Perry. Row 2: Michele 
Morin, Ingrid Lion, Florine Van Dam, Ginny Wildrick, Patricia Sue Wills, Kit Strawsburg, Kathy Ross. Row 3: Jim Arehart, Mary Scanland, 
Smara Stull, Linda Roberts, Bob Thornburg, Donn Fisher, Mary Kelly, Lietta Wagner, Ed Shackleford. 
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Leap thou, attire and all, 
Through proof of harness to my heart, 
and there 
Ride on the pants triumphing. 
Shakespeare 
JUNIOR CLASS—Row 1: Marion Townsend, Cindy Wyne, Dianne Bolesworth, Cheryl Ching, Sue Chitwood, Laura Ching, Virginia Phillips. 
Row 2: Anita Goldberg, Pam Bellis, Douglas Barr, Janet Erickson, Kathleen Crowther, Tina Batistelli, Patty Bain, Jan Erickson. Row 3: 
John Buffalo, Whit Calland, Craig Allen, Gary Chaney, Wendell Allen, Skip Durham, Greg Bell, Michael Collings, Vince Fraumeni. 
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Shouting for change, 
breaking open boxes of 
new thought, and spilling 
the beans of chance. 
The Sophomore Class 
created an identity for 
themselves. 
Every moment was as 
important as the last. 
And tomorrow was 
another day. 
 
President - Braxton Epps 
OFFICERS—Linda Venis. secretary; Phil Camfield, treasurer; Braxton Epps, president; Jim Calkins, vice-president; Ror 
Davidson, social chariman. 
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OPHOMORE CLASS—Row 1: Jan Bryan, Barbara Cassidy, Ann Alfsen, Ann Allen, Kathy Bang, Sally Eberhardt, Debbie Bouvea, 
teiko Shwong Brown. Row 2: Susan Bruce, Michelle Brandt, Roberta Bicknell, Nancy Alexander, Debbie Bartlett, Margaret Adams, 
ande Baird, Sally Engel. Row 3: Jerry Bobrow, Phil Camfield, Jim Armstrong, Jim Calkins, Steve Coon, Richard Anderson, Braxton 
pps, Doug Grisham, Chuck Adair. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS-Row 1: Harriet Cords, Sue Frank, Lissa Browne, Linda Hartman, Vicki Evans, Gerri Levy, Debbie Gill. Row 
2: Becky Barnard, Nancy Taber, Nancy Wright, Kathy Riddell, Paula Barnhill, Sandy Almas, Susan Pickering, Salee Deane. Row 3: 
John St. George, Sib Sidoti, Simon Perkic, Richard Hall, Hugh Henderson, Craig Enze, Allen Herman, David Chapman, Bill Jones. 
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here and there  
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4-4 
Shade on the campus inevitably lures Sophomores to leisure. 
C.. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS—Row 1: Phyllis Miyashiro, Stephanie Foust, Lizbeth Ann Rogers, Pixie Leong, Bonnie Leong, Lynn Hirai, 
Estella Kall. Row 2: Shelle MacQuiddy, Judy Elliott, Gayle Toyofuku, Char Scanlon, Meredy Ann Pulliam, Mary Nimocks, Terri Hill, 
Kathy Harmon. Row 3: JoAnne Shayne, Joan Goss, Christie Crippen, Kathy Barney, Sherry Miller, Jennifer Nance, Becky Reid, 
Peggy Halperin, Paulette Halliday. 
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SOPHOMORE CLASS—Row 1: Nikki Calcagno, Rae Fabish, Jane Raycraft, Maggie Hardy, Judy Stophel, Cathie Roe, Trish 
Mead. Row 2: Paula Palmer, Betty Ruffina, Beverly Ann Rego, Pearl Nishimura, May Wong, Jill Ferguson, Martha Martin, 
Francie Wentworth, Vicki Edwards. Row 3: Dianne Ross, Carol Likins, Cheryl Ditfurth, Portia Campbell, Carol McPhail, 
Gail Muchow, Sheri Shephard, Linda Bradley, Kathy Sanchez, Julie K. Draper, Skip Scofield. 
Perhaps it wasn't the best year for the get-up-and-go of Poncho or the horsepower of Cisco. 
21 
SOPHOMORE CLASS—Row 1: Mary Robins, Vikki Galyen, Erin Oddone, Grada Halverson, Sandy Snell, Anita Ownby, 
Penny Stirling. Row 2: Regina LeFeve, Lynn Levandowskj, Susie Weiss, Sue Stanyan, Ellen Lundberg, Carol Packer, Sandie 
Jones, Diane Pryor. Row 3: Ralph M. Padilla, Kenneth Baptist, Todd James, Chris Cahill, Larry Sunshine, Suzanne Eller, 
Lynn Leonard, Dave Davis, Paul Milazzo. 
14 
I 
It could be that life is an endless symphony with light and 
shadow to govern its tempo. 
'4' 
SOPHOMORE CLASS—Row 1: Georgette Theotig, Norma Davis, Joan Peacock, Elaine 
Chisholm, Gena Cox, Pat Budinger, Lynn Bowman. Row 2: Carleen Engstrom, Susan 
Birnie, Pam Lynch, Carol White, Kathie Reiweher, Deanne Bigsby, Dawn Smith, Dodie 
Smith. Row 3: Charlie del Muro, William Kuchl, Tony Smith, Stevan Fallon, Dave Edinger, 
Chuck Todd, Randy Seelye, Dan Landa, Bahram Guilani. 
215 
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ROSH TEMPORARY COUNCIL—Left to Right: Sue Gardner, 
reasurer; John Drenth, Rally Chairman; Carolyn Rholl, Social 
hairman; Tom Powell, Rally Chairman; Carol Ledet, Secretary; Rob 
acker, Vice President. Not Pictured: John Justice, President; Cathy 
mith, A.W.S. Representative. 
Frosh: The sudden infiltration of a new, 
dynamic, yet non-accepting group poses 
but a small bump on the text lined road 
of scholastic endeavor. Given new drive, 
their guidance established, these new-
comers compete on an equal plane with 
heretofore superiors. Their challenge 
met, their obligations fulfilled, they 
move on to other goals and new realms, 
leaving behind a vacuum soon to be filled 
and so rejuvenating the cycle. 
FROSH EXEC—Row 1, Left to Right: Martha Free, A.W.S. Frosh Representative; Cheryl Cram, Off Campus student representative: Roi M 
Treasurer; Carol Ledet, Secretary. Row 2: Tom Powell, John Drenth, Rally Chairmen; Carolyn Rholl, Social Chairman; Rob Backer, 
President; Gary Schottenfeld, President. 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Susan Bradbury, Felicia Beilock, Doreen Beck, Molly Bucklin, Gloria Bobb, Linda Barker, Chris Bond. Row 2: 
Christopher Arntzen, Betty Bright, Chris Brown, Rozanne Black, Janet Baugh, Karen Buckle, Jean Alisberry, Dorothy Anderson. Row 3: 
Roberta Bemis, Mary Botke, Douglas Bell, Robert Backer, Rob Beadles, David Boone, Kim Balstad, Becky Bragg, Clyde Bare. 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Sue Calero, Judi Anderson, Pauline De Witt, Chris Crippen, Phuong Khiet Chau, Leslie Callaway, Frances 
Clayton, Christie Campbell. Row 2: Chan Shu Man, Stan K. Choi, Janet E. Dreher, Christa Campbell, Sue Dedrick, Anne De Armond, Cathy 
Carlat, Cynthia Corfield. Row 3: Dave Church, John Drenth, Sam Defea, Buff Crossley, Bob Davis, Rye Dahlman, Vinai Chantalat, Ed Church, 
Paul Douglas. 
21 
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FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Carol Glassco, Ann Gross, Nancy Phillips, Debi Dorfman, CeCe Eckert, Kathy Feather, Pat Esterline. Row 
2:Ginger Griswald, Sue Gardner, Peggy Dobreer, Martha Free, Carol Elsey, Jean Foley, Joyce Eaken, Judy Dopheide. Row 3: Sally Grey, Dave 
Greenlees, Larry Miller, Diane Feickart, Jerry Federico, Ed Goldman, Bob Jones, Lee Dye, Chris Chapman, Joe Smith. 
219 
a grim determination to be today at fifth hour, tomorrow--the 
carnage... 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Ton Guccione, Lynn Humfreville, Pris Goslin, Jodie Hieronymus, Cathie Hall, Carol Hadley, Nancy Harding. 
Row 2: Jane Hindley, Mary Jo George, Susan Hosoda, Pam Harvey, Mary Anderson, Joanne Hajko, Roy Hermand, Sue Hodson. Row 3: George 
Vukich, Victoria Gordon, Jenifer Hopkins, Mark Harvey, Linda Harris, Ro Ruff, Joanne Hill, Luanne Harper, Alec Tam. 
Spring came and life moved outdoors. 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Gail Nakagawa, Anne Nonaka, Jan Mills, Alice Miller, Mary McCulley, Sue Mickiewicz, Peggy 
McNees. Row 2: Martha Milk, Nancy Mailliard, Maylani Jhun, Judy Mott, Jan Moravek, Susie Miller, Barbara Maier, Jenine 
Mescher. Row 3: Junior Nitibhon, Jimmy Pau, Paul Milton, Sally Mead, Steve Naylon, Adalberto Muller, Eric Oldendorf, Bonnie 
Mikkelson, Robert Moody, Ed Matsushita. 
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FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Lynn La Fleur, Jean Lanford, Ruby Lehman, Nancy Lotito, Louise Lawhon, Lou Leonard, Alison Lohans. 
Row 2: Sharyn Lurie, Nancy Kolliner, Marcia Ladendorff, Rab Kim, Carol L. Ledet, Chris Lochemes, Sissy Larkin, Linda Linville. Row 
3: Estelle Larkin, Steve McCollum, Jim Morris, Gregg McDermont, Alan Lund, John Austin Loughlin, Paul M. Lieberman, Fido Le 
Roy, Les Muray, Linda Little. 
Across my dreams, with leaves of wonder.. it's only me chasing something I'm not sure of. 
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FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Connie Barbot, Joy Nakamura, Pam Beith, Donna Wyss, Celeste Smith, Shirley Nichols, Cathy 
Gedge. Row 2: Scott Reed, Steve Gore, Philip Goldstein, Dave Firestone, Ray Pasillas, Alex McBarnet, Bill Howe, Wayne 
Nakamoto. Row 3: Richard Miller, Jim Brown, Kit Koreger, Jim Compton, Pokey Cleek, Steve Ridenour, Dick Esensten, Frank 
Fulkerson, Stephen Mather. 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Nancy Potter, Jeanne Pankey, Sharon Pinney, Cynthia Paige, Melinda Prince, Linda Phipps, Diana 
Priest. Row 2: Pam Paine, Janet Popoff, Jeni Parker, Dodie Rankin, Nan Porter, Jeanette Perko, Andi Perry, Jane Riggs. Row 3: 
Chow Nen Wong, Kitti Phichittanarak, Richard Maure, Peter Parks, Dave Prince, Dave Ryder, Tom Powell, Andy Robinson, Ray 
Parker. 
22 
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FRESHMAN CLASS - Row 1 Carol Smith, Lynne Smith, Lynne Smith, Marylyn Sandquist, Jean Richardson, Nancy Yoshinoura, Kathy 
Roletta. Row 2: Nan Schwarz, Kay Simpson, Carolyn Rholl, Karen Schwartz, Sarah Reynolds, Mary Severine, Rosalind Ruff, Alyse Smith. 
Row 3: Conrad Pappos, John Ream, Wayne Robertshaw, Shel Robinson, Greg Sanford, Steve Roderick, John Rothmann, Beverly Sutton, 
Barbara Rice. 
A Little of me adding 
A little of this to 
A little of that. 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Regan Sharrott, Susie Tyner, Laura Tyler, Margaret Schuneman, Sidney Sutliff, Cheryl Stoltz. Row 
2: Melissa Otte, Cathy Smith, Donna Schultz, Pam Storts, Gretchen Selzer, Nancy Simmons, Becky Sorenson, Pat Sullivan. Row 
3: Gary Southwell, Bill Sydnor, Norm Truscott, Steve Scoggin, Jim Surina, George Sun, Gary Schottenfeld, Jim Taylor, Toshio 
Hosoya. 
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74 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Dorothy VanderMeulen, Linda Ulrich, Jane 
Lamar, Marsha Tagami, Barbara Tabrum, Ginny Lieb, Kathy Teunon. Row 
2: Rosemary Volpp, Esther Voss, Betsy Unland, Linda Tessier, Susie 
Thomas, Virginia Vernon, Paula Nelson, Karen Tsujimoto. Row 3: Blame 
Vincent, David Vester, Lorrie Walburg, Leticia Norris, Margie Tweedy, 
Frank Schranz, Russ Taylor, Jim Van de Wetering, Animal Urabe. 
WA Ps 
C, 
FRESHMAN CLASS—Row 1: Becky Watson, Margot Wright, Angeline Wu, Lynette Watanabe, Marion Watrous, Pamela Smith, 
Nancy Winters, Keiko Weed, Terri Williams, Row 2: Cheryl Boone, Cheryl Yoder, Meliza Westmoreland, Avalee Wagner, 
Nathan Waf stein, Steve Young, Don Washington, Chris Waitman, Patricia Wigmore, Margie Widmeyer. 
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Culture laden Copenhagen lay in waiting for the 111 
Whittier College in Copenhagen students who were to 
arrive Sept. 29 after touring for two weeks. Buildings 
and sculptures spoke softly of the past while long haired, 
mod-dressed youth spoke more loudly of the future. 
Carlsberg's reheaded, snow chilled, Little Mermaid is 
still a number one tourist attraction while Nyhavn, 
similar to parts of Amsterdam, remains one of Copen-
hagen's liveliest spots. The casual life of the Danes was 
a big change from the rigid scheduling of our own 
society calling for some adaptation and readjustment of 
values and ideals. Copenhagen gave much to many, 
some to all... 
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II 
Early morning departure on a westbound train-- the 
sunlight glistens through a hollow of haze to find that 
the day's begun. The moments are filled with glimpses 
of the past and reflections of the present. Traveling is 
youth and youth is an awareness and conquest of new 
experiences--some painful, but all fulfilling. Time fades 
from daylights' sharpness to dusk's translucent tones 
only to dawn again on the horizon of return. 
I 
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The D.I.S. study 
basement served 
as a home between 
classes, discussion 
spot for knitting 
circles, and a great 
place for a beer be-
tween or after classes. 
Uncle Peter always 
had the tea hot and 
waiting for the climate 
chilled visitors from 
America. Comparisons 
were constantly being 
made by the students, 
and the Berlin Wall, 
goose-stepping East 
German guards, peace-
ful looking villages, 
and bombed cathe-
drals lent themselves 
to constant evaluation. 
23 
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I IT 
 
   
The mutual experiences of the group created a great sense 
of unity among the students and pressures of age, societies, 
and majors became subordinate to friendship. Under the 
leadership of John Cole some of the group presented the play 
"Dark of the Moon" to a Danish folk high school and to the 
people of Copenhagen in four full-house performances. Free 
time was ample and filling it was no problem at all. 
PICTURED—Kjrstj Eide, Sue Schrickel, 
Blake Thurmond, Phil Robinson, Linda 
Whiteford, Don Gordon, Sue Thomas, Carol 
Schaefer, Mark Uslan, Pete Hymans, 
Kathie England, John Cole. 
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There are a great many things learned in the painful 
moments of athletic competition: 
One learns how to search unexplored depths of 
one's being for something else when there is no 
more to give and the race is not over; 
how to cope with discomfort and hurt to help 
produce fulfilment of a joint aspiration; 
how to get back up and stand undaunted in the 
face of closing obstacles; 
how to manfully bear the frustration of defeat 
at the hands of an inferior but uninjured opponent. 
There are many who question such sacrifice for "a 
game", but what is life but a greater game?. .And 
what is learning but suffering? 
237 
WHITTIER COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Chris Claydon joins Bill Gitt on Nelson of Northern Arizona University. Whittier led 
the lumberjacks for the first three quarters but the last stanza tiplified the entire pre-
season: they were just too tough. 
Ross Stewart is off on his way to 
all District honors and over 1000 
yards. 
?38 
San Fernando Valley State 30 W.C. 7 
Cal Poly (Pomona) 14 W.C. 26 
Northern Ariz. State U. 46 W.C. 29 
Cal Western 21 W.C. 0 
*Occidental 13 W.C. 20 
U. Santa Clara 40 W.C. 13 
*Pomona 15 W.C. 27 
*Claremont 28 W.C. 27 
*Cal Tech (forfeit) 0 W.C. 1 
*Redlands 26 W.C. 27 
*Sc I. A. C.: 4 wins, 1 loss 
Captain Keith Mott (67) and Lionel Pointer (20) lead the way as Poet Q.B., Pat Ferguson hands off to leading rusher Ross Stewart. 
1967 VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
Charlie Warrington comes up from his corner back position to stop 
the Santa Barbara fullback. Dave Newell helps from the "passing cup" that enabled Pat Ferguson to complete 12 passes against Northern Arizona University. 
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After a slightly less than successful pre-season, 
Whittier opened its S.C.I. A. C. schedule with a 20-13 
come back victory over their traditional rival--
Occidental. The first half, however, Whittier looked 
much as they had in previous weeks. Oxy scored 
twice easily, running through the Poets at will. But 
a Pat Steward pass to tight end Dan Randolph put 
the Poets within a score at half. The game was 
most likely won by the defense, as hard hitting 
brought 3 fumble recoveries and the rush on Berger 
cued 3 interceptions to defensive back Chris Claydon 
and another to Manuel Juarez. Time and time 
again Oxy would drive, but each time the Poets 
stopped them to produce a shut out in the second 
half. By far the most exciting play of the game was 
Randolph's game-winning catch on which he 
carried two Oxy defenders some 8 yards on his back 
to the score which was his second of the day. The 
Poet offense returned the gesture by carrying off 
Randolph (see 241, bottom) along with the 12th win 
of the last 13 meetings with a frustrated Occidental 
College. Oxy's defensive back (10) makes a desperate grab 
for Pointer's feet. 
COACHES WORKMAN, GODFREY, AND KELSO 
	
Oxy's Bruce Beiger is on the loose. 
display concern... 
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VARSITY FOOTBALL—Row 1: D. Randolph, G. Bell, L. Pointer, J. Gardiner, J. Mack, R. Steward, J. Federico, R. Pasillas, C. Claydon, C. Maher. Row 
2: R. Waupin, G. Calac, D. Martin, B. Ramirex, R. Gitt, D. Uyeshima, J. Bernal, R. Davis, R. Thomas, A. Defeo, B. Manzo, S. Austin, S. Sidoti. Row 3: 
W. Haines, R. Berganthal, P. Ferguson, W. Wooten, D. Newell, J. Mele, T. Woodson, T. Piper, M. Juarez, J. Deleon, R. Dahlman. Row 4: M. Moore, L. 
Bursick, B. Weaver, E. Omri, T. Mills, K. Mott, J. Sutherland, G. Taylor, T. McCreery, R. Krelle, S. Hall, W. Nelson, C. Warrington. 
Tight-end Dan Randolph grabs the game winning pass... 
	 Omri arrives in time to give him a lift back. 
2 
Lionel Pointer 
cuts sharply to pass a fleeting space of daylight against the Sagehens. Pointer rolled up 55 yards in the game and was cited by ti 
coaching staff as one of the Poets' finest blocking halfbacks. 
 
Tim Mills holds up the Pomona halfback as Sutherland and 
McCreery (53) overcome their men in pursuit. 
I 
Co-Captain Keith Mott shows why he was an All-American horn 
mention by keeping three Pomona linemen out of the backfield. 
2 
Bob Stillwagon splits the uprights with Bell holding. 
Senior Jim Gardiner (26) and All-Conference Manuel Juarez (23) give a 
Sagehen scat-back good reason not to want to break through again. 
POMONA 15, WHITTIER 27, 
Poet Power, in the form of a 27-15 Homecoming 
victory, put a decisive end to the Pomona Sagehens' 
defeatless string of victories and put Whittier into 
undisputed and undefeated position of first place in 
the SCIAC. With lowly Claremont and already beaten 
Redlands as Whittier's only remaining opponents, 
the Poet squad began to smell the victory of another 
SCIAC Championship. 
Les Bursick watches John McCreery reach out for the fumble he had just forced out of Pomona's No. 13. 
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Warren Haines puts on the brakes to reverse his field. 
Rich Berganthal leaves a Claremont defender far behind for a T. D. catch. 
CLAREMONT 28, WHITTIER 27 
The voice over the loudspeaker with some excitement 
announced the unbelievable 3-0 upset of Oregon 
State over U.S.C. The astonished crowd roared 
mixed sentiment, and even on the field a Claremont 
half back saw fit to mumble across the line of 
scrimmage: "Its quite a day for upsets, isn't it?" 
It was. The red faced Poets made history 27-28, and 
rumor has it Claremont cancelled classes to celebrate. 
The Stags meet the charge of the Whittier front; for the first time ever they stopped it. 
l44 
Jon Sutherland's last 
minute catch tipped the see-
saw battle for the last time. 
The win gave Whittier their 
6th championship since 1960 
under Coach John Godfrey. 
John McCreery (53) puts pressure on Redlands quarterback Don Hoake as Co-captain Jon Sutherland (81) diagnoses the hook pass in time to break it up 
and halt Redlands last chance for the championship. 
REDLANDS 26, WHITTIER 27 
After the humiliating loss to lowly Claremont-Mudd, the stage was set for the S.C.I.A.C. showdown. 
The Bulldogs scored first, missing a conversion that would later color the end of the game. The lead 
then proceeded to change hands 7 different times, the toe of Bob Stiliwagon keeping Whittier 1 point 
ahead or only 6 behind. 
Mele throws... and flanker Wally Wooten makes the catch in the tangle. Wooten managed to turn up field for 30 more 
yards to set up the third Poet touchdown. 
2 
Jerry Federico runs back a Redlands punt for 98 
yards and a touchdown. 
Gordie Calac, selected by the coaches as the Most Valuable Junior 
Varsity Player, cuts to the outside on one of his twelfth carries for a 
total of 125 yards in the second Redlands game. 
JUNIOR VARSITY—Row 1: G. Calac, 0. Crouch, S. Perkic, J. Federico, S. Austin, R. Friery, R. Pasillas, S. Reed. Row 2: Coach B. Smith, D. Cooley, 
A. Defeo, R. Maupin, J. Bernal, D. Uyeshima, J. Skinner, J. Deleon, R. Dahlman, Coach P. Liapes. Row 3: G. Smith, T. Hultgren, B. Suzi, S. Hall, J. 
Stuebbe, W. Nelson, R. Davis, T. Land, G. Locken, J. Baer. 
John Bernal makes a leaping catch... 	 Of DeLeon's roll out pass. 
'he 1967 Junior Varsity football team, in its 
econd year of existence after the discontinuation 
f Freshman sports last year, came out from 
ehind the Varsity's blocking dummies to win 
ieir "imaginary S. C. I. A. C. Championship" 
not all teams have gone to the J. V. system.) 
'oach Bob Smith and Peter Liapes citied 
usher Gordie Calac, Q. B. Joe De Leon, and 
neman Gene Locken as the most likely to 
rack next year's Varsity offense. Defensively 
tanding out was Jerry Federico, who saw some 
rsity action as a punt return specialist. The 
irst two games against Cal Lutheran and Long 
ieach saw errors and lack of organization but 
Lie club came on to win their remaining four 
ames to gain the prestigous distinction downing 
11 their S. C. I. A. C. foes. 
Coach Bob Smith, last year's Varsity quarterback, confers with the 
young standout, Joe DeLeon. 
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WHITTIER COLLEGE BASKETBALL  
0
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:orvay watches Fenderson on the drive in the second Claremont victory. This play sent Hugh 
the free throw line. 
The Whittier strength lay in its bench: (from left) assistant Coach Ivan Guevara, Coach Aubrey Bonham, Dani Thomas, Tony 
Gandara, Mike Noonan, Donn Fisher, Doug Newby, Mike Plummer, Jeff Staples, Dave Cox, and Joe Venne. 
Varsity Basketball: Coach Aubrey 
Bonham retired on the restoration of 
Whittier Basketball supremacy, posting 
a 9-1 S.C.I.A.C. record (19-7 over all) 
enroute to the conference title and 
coming within 5 points of a bid to the 
N.A.I.A. Nationals after earning the 
second spot in District no. 3. 
Every member of the starting five 
earned all-conference honor; captain 
Norm Hayden and leading scorer 
Tom Read to the 1st Team while senior 
center Jeff Eckmier, guard Chip 
Morvay and forward Hugh Fenderson 
canned positions on the second. 
Although Read, who was also named 
to the District no. 3 Team, played 
fabulously while Norm Hayden and 
Fenderson tore opponents apart with 
their shooting and rebounding, Coach 
Bonham won the conference games 
with his ability to rest the big guns 
without hurting the attack. Junior 
Doug Newly came off the bench to 
become the outstanding player in 
the Redlands game; Mike Noonan 
and guard Dani Thomas wore down 
Oxy's two greats (Riddel and Paulsen) 
for the resting Read and Morvay to 
beat later. 
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Jeff Eckmier (52), selected as the Most Improved Player, is ready as Norm 
Hayden's assist goes the other way to Morvay. 
Coach Aubrey Bonham shouts 
instructions in his 500th victory 
at Claremont. 
Mike Plummer positions for the rebound that will not be as Doug Newly muscles up for his 18th point against Redlands. 
Dani Thomas, Poet "third guard", shoots one of his high-arch 
jumpers. 
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Mike Noonan (14) attempts a pass off as jump to Eckmier (52). Noonan not 
only gave Tom Read breathers but scored effectively from the outside. 
The big game was Oxy. Although undefeated 
in S.C.I.A.C. play, the previous come-from-
behind win over the Tigers had been in 
Whittier's gym. 
Early in the game Chip Moway drove in to 
make the Whittier lead 3. But Oxy scored 
to make it 53-52 and Tom Read's dive was 
nullified by a 3-second violation. 
Oxy scored twice in succession but Norm 
Hayden wisely moved the ball underneath 
for the desperately needed bucket. 
Such was the 40 minute see-saw battle, 
finally ending at 97-93 by Hugh Fenderson's 
clutch free throws. 
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Read Christenson, Kent Scanlon (43) and Lance Edwards reach for one of the 502 rebounds 	 Steve Scoggin displays faultless form 
they grabbed collectively. 	 in 2 early points of the 24 he scored ir 
the U.S.C. victory. 
Willie Nelson ends a fast break with a 10 footer; Nelson 	 Mark Lamore, co-holder with Christenson of the Most Valuable Player Trophy, shoots a 
played all positions to score among the top five. 	 rarity - right handed!! Lamore was second in scoring, but by far the strongest big man 
underneath. 
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Managers Dick Einstein and Allan Hermann, Coach Ivan Guevara, Steve Roderick, Willie Nelson, Craig Gamble, Ron Michael, Rich Wienstein, Dave 
Twiet and a local fan watch the unbeatables at work. Much of Guevara's success lay in the outside shooting of Roderick and reserve rebounding of 
Gamble. 
Read Christenson ends his baseline drive with a 'wrong arm" lay up. 
Christenson was the leading scorer and named "Player of the Pasadena 
Tournament". (for which he recieved a kiss from their queen). 
The 1967 Acropolis copy on Frosh Basketball 
ended: "each year it is hard to conceive of 
Coach Guevara producing a team comparable 
to his teams of the past; every year he does 
it". 1968 saw Coach Guevara complete not 
only his second consecutive perfect S. C.I.A.C. 
campaign but compile the best record in the 
history of Whittier College Frosh Basketball 
with 25-2. The team outscored their opponents 
nearly two fold with 2365 points, defeating 
such nationally prominent teams as U.S.C., 
Loyola, San Diego State, and coming within 
three seconds of conquering the undefeated 
legend-U. C. L.A. There were a lot of high-
lights: the unstoppable baseline drive of star 
Read Christenson; the picturesque form of 
Steve Scoggin; Kent Scanlon's "hair-lip alley" 
move that was always misinterpreted by 
officials as traveling; the showboat style 
of Willie Nelson; the left elbow of Mark 
Lamore; and the famous facial contortions 
of Lance Edwards. 
Whittier's winning dynasty in basketball 
begins with Guevara's overall 154-52 (5 
Championships in 8 years); 1969 will see if 
he can carry it to the Varsity level. 
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Whittier College Baseball 
Above: Steve Seltzer runs the ball back into the infield after the tag. 
Below: John St. George completes his half of the double play with time to spare. 
Left: Big Dave Armour takes a casual lead off third, where he spent a lot of hi 
time. 
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hris Hunt works over a Sagehen batter in route to his 2 hit shut out. With 
;elt2er and St. George covering the middle behind him Hunt became the 
vinningest Poet hurler in '68. 
Steve Seltzer displays faultless form at Brookside Park. "Little Stevie 
Wonder" let only 3 ground balls through him in four years, grabbing all 
SCIAC honors with his major league style. 
Varsity Baseball: After one of the slowest starts 
in Whittier's history the Poets came back to win 3 
of 5 before entering the thick of SCIAC competition 
behind the bats of Dave Armour, Joe Roman and 
Jim Gutherie. Coach Godfrey singled out Steve 
Seltzer as one of the finest infielders to play Poet 
baseball, and noted the versatile play of first 
baseman Steve Dunnam along with outfielders 
John Mele and Ted Dean. Senior starter Chris 
Hunt led the pitching staff of Gary Luttel, Dave 
Armour and youngster Steve Ridenour. Godfrey also 
acknowledged the leadership of Jim Gardiner and 
hoped that the loss of graduating catcher Jim 
Guthrie will be alleviated by the fantastic potential 
of short stop John St. George. 
ed Dean swings for the fences with Seltzer on deck and Junior College transfer 
e Roman in the hole. Senior Bob Jensen makes sure on this pop fly against San Diego U. 
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John Mele waits in the on deck circle at the Chapman gam 
in which he went 2-3. 
Steve Dunnam makes a diving catch of Guthrie's pick-off attempt. 
Dunnam, master of the drag bunt, was the Poet's lead-off hitter. 
SPECIAL TRIBUTE 
To Mr. James Michael Patrick Gardiner who 
won six varsity letters in Football and Baseball 
at Whittier College while demanding respect 
and pulling together an erratic team despite 
painful leg injuries. 
The title bestowed him: "Ole Cal)",  was never 
more deserved, 
 
Seniors Gary Luttel and Chris Hunt finished four years of pitching 
together. Luttel, known affectionaltely by his teammates as "Hard and/or 
No-Luck Gary", held the all-time school record for most unearned runs 
yielded. 
    
Jimmy Gardiner blocks up the hole to preserve Hunt's shut-out 
against Pomona. 
Jim Guthrie rips one up the middle against Pasadena. Guthrie is the 
holder of the best career batting average at Whittier College with .357. 
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FUNIOR VARSITY BASEBALL—Row 1: Simon Perkic, Russ Hill, Joe Rizzi, Scott Stickney. Row 2: Coach Tim Heck, 
rom Gault, Bob Friery, Steve Bouma. Row 3: Steve Ridenour, John Eno, Randee Seeley, Dave Davis, J. Robin, Vie 
haloupka. (Not pictured: Alex McBarrnet and Ron Urabe). 
JR. VARSITY BASEBALL: In his first year of 
coaching Tim Heck managed to perpetuate the 
strong hitting that marked his personal collegiate 
career into his Jr. Varsity Baseball Club. The 
unbelievable accomplishments of "Heck's Half 
Dozen" (Tom Gault, Bob Firley, John Eno, Steve 
Bouman, Joe Rizzi and Russ Hill) included back-
to-back-to-back triples and numerous "double 
figure" hitting and scoring sprees. Complemented 
by the smooth fielding of Simon Perkic and Dave 
Davis the J. V.'s needed only pitching which they 
received from Varsity subs Russ Hill, Steve 
Ridenour and Ron Urabe. Next year the majority 
of the J.V. 's will hold down Varsity jobs as the 
majority of the latter club will graduate. If what 
Mr. Heck did with them is any indication their 
careers should be most successful. 
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Pokey Cleek hurdles his first in route to his 15 flat high hurdles time.Cleek, who also ran the 440 intermediates, promises to be one of Whittier's finest 
hurdlers. 
Lee Haight gains a step over his opponents in his 
440 specialty. Haight, a former Lowell High 
School great, was a member of the fine Poet 440 
and mile relay teams in addition to his 440 
chores. 
Bill Sucksdorf strains at the finish of a 1:53 
880 yard run. Suck sdorf provided leadership 
for the distance runners and was praised by 
Coach Paul Graham for consistently 
running under 50 seconds in his leg of the 
mile relay. 
Senior Bob Hillis cuts loose with one of his 
130 foot heaves. A consistent winner since 
his sophomore year, Hillis was the 
outstanding weight event man. 
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